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CEYLON

SRI LANKA

9/28/68 U.B. Wanninayake, Minister of Finance

H.J. Samarakkody, Secretary Treasurv and Perm. Secretary,
Ministry of Finance

W. Tennekoon, Governor, Central Bank

G. Corea, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Planning and
Economic Affairs

P.L.N. Liyanage, Private Secretary to the Minister of Finance

1. 3/26/69 Dr. Gamani Corea, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Planning
and Economic Affairs

2. 4/4/69 Chelliah Loganathan, General Manager and Chief Executive, Bank of Ceylon

3. 6/13/69 George Games, President, Development Bank of Ceylon

4. 11/4/70 Neville T.D. Kanakaratne, Ambassador to the U.S.

5. 10/15/71 Prime Minister Sirimavo Bandaranaike

Ambassador T.D. Kanakaratne

6. 1/22-23/72 Mr. McNamara's Impressions on visit to Ceylon
(Colombo)

7. 1/22/72 Dr. N.iM. Perera, Minister of Finance
(Colombo) C.A. Coorey, Finance Secretary

8. Dr. H.A. de S. (,unasekera, Secretary, M4nistry of Planning and
Employmelt

Godfrey Gunatillake, Director, Plan Implementation Division,
Ministry of Planning and ,'mplo lmt-nt

9. tlaithripala Sezianavake, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Irripation, Power and Highways

10. 1/23/72 C. Hart Scliaff, UINDP Representative f epresentative
(Colombo)

Prime Minister Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike
H.A. de S. Gunasekeri, Secretary, finistrv of Planning and

Employment
Godfrey 'oonetilleke, Director, Plan Implementation Division,

Ministry of Planning and Employment

Herbert E. Tennekoon, Governor, Central Bank -- no Bank staff present

Lunch(ladies inciiided)
Rr. r 111- of ViT) ' I TI,--(-

H.A. de S. Permanent `c, retarv, Ministrv of
Planning ,ind 1,17-1,1n '., Opt:

C.A. Coorev, Fin oice Sec retarv
M.D.D. Pieris, Secrttqrv to the Prime Minister
Dr. RatwitLt(2, Pli,,,sician, Brother and Private Secretarv

ti- rrime ! ',ini.qter



1/22-23/72 Others possiblv met
(Col ombo) C. Monerawela, Chief of Protocol-, Ministrv of Defense and External Affairs

Tikiri Bl. Illangaratne, Minister of Internal and External Trade
Badi-Ud-Din Mahmud, Minister of Fducation
Punchi B.G. Kalugalla, Minister of Shipping and Tourism
Felix Dias Bandaranaike, Minister of Public Administration,

Local Government and ,oe Affairs
T.B. Subasinghe, Minister of Industries and Scientífic Affairs
Dr. Colvin R. de Silva, Minister of Plantation Industry
H. Kobbekaduwa, Minister of Ariculture and Lands
G(eor?e Rajanakse, Minister of Fisheries
Chelliah Kumarasuir, Minister of Post and Telecommunications

12. 4/5/72 Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne
Susantha de Alwis, First Secretary, Ceylon Embassy

6/23/72 Asoka de Lanerolle, Eisenhower Fellow

13. 9/26/72 Dr. N. M. Perera, Minister of Finance
N. Kanakaratne, Ambassador to the United States
C. Coorav, Secretary, Ministry of Finance
H. E. Tennekoon, Covernor of the Central Bank
N. Kappagoda, Director, External Resources Division, Ministry of

Planning and Employment

L. Jayawardena, Director, Perspective Planning Division, Ministry
of Planning and Ermploynent

S. de Alwis, Counsellor, Embassy of Ceylon (Sri Lanka)

14. 1/2/73 Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne
S. de Alwis, Counsellor, Embassy of Sri Lanka

15. 3/26/73 N. M. Perera, Minister of Finance
Dr. Lal Jaynwardena, Additional Secretarv, 'Iinistrv of Planning

and Employment
S. de Alwis, Counsellor, Embassv of Sri Lanka
W. M. Tilakaratna, Alternate Vund ED

16. 7/30/73 Dr. N. M. Perera, Minister of Finance

17. 5/30/74 Ambassador Kanakaratne

M7. de A5wis, Cunselor of Embassy

18. 6/11/74 Mr. N. M. Perera, Minister of Finance (At dinner hosted by Dr. Sen)

19 i/3 /74 Dr". i. s. rer, inister of Finance
Mr. C. Coorey, Finance Secretary
Dr. W M. Tilakaratna, Alternate ED, Fund
Ambassador N. Kanakaratne
Mr. A. Fernando, Director of External Resources, Ministrv of

Planning and Economic Affairs
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20. 1/15/75 Dr. N. M. Perera, Minister of Finance
Mr. W. M. Tilakaratna, Alternate ED, TIT
Mr. L. Jayawardena, Secretary in the Ministry of Planning
Mr. J. Dhanapala, First Secretary of the Embassy, Washington

21. 9/3/75 Felix Bandaranaike, Finance Minister

22. 4/28/76 Maithripala Sennayake, Minister of Irrigation
Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne
J. H. Lanerolle, Counselor of Embassy

12/15/76 Neville Kanakaratne, Ambassador to the US and to the UN
(New York) (At luncheon hosted by Amb. Akhund of Pakistan)

23. 9/28/77 Mr. Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance
(Annual Mr. H. E. Tennekoon, Governor, Central Bank of Ceylon
Meeting) Mr. Lal Jayawardena, Secretary to the Treasury and

Secretary, Ministry of Finance
Mr. S. Velayutham, Director of External Resources, Ministry

of Planning and Economic Affairs
Mr. L. E. N. Fernando, Director, Pricing and Wage Policy,

General Treasury

24. 10/20/77 Mr. Esmond Wickremasinghe, Chairman, Sri Lanka Newspaper Ass'n.
Neville Kanakaratne, Ambassador to the U. S.

10/26/77 Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne (Farewell dinner for Huang Chan
Chief of PRC Mission to the U.S.)

25. 11/29/77 Rajendra Coomaraswamy, Advisor to the Prime Minister on
International Cooperation

Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne

3/9/78 Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne (farewell call)

26. 7/25/78 Ambassador W.S. Karunaratne (courtesy call)
Mr. A.H.Shibusawa
Mr. W. Rasaputram, Alt. E.D., IMF

27. 10/12-14/78 RMcN Notes
Colombo

28. 10/12-14/78 Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance and Planning
Colombo Dr. W. M. Tilakaratna, Secretary, Ministry of Fin and Planning

Mr. R. Coomaraswamy, Special Adviser to the President for
International Economic Affairs

Mr. S. Velayutham, Director, External Resources, Min of Fin & Plan.
Mr. R. Weerakoon, Adviser, Ministry of Finance & Planning
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11/27/78 Mr. Adhikari, Mahaweli Development Project
(Delivered photo album)

29. 12/4/78 Minister Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance and Planning

30. 2/28/80 Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Fiaance

31. 10/2/80 Hon. R. Premadasa, Prime Minister
Annual Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance
Meeting A.C.S. Hameed, Minister of foreign Affairs

Amb. W.S. Karunaratne
Dr. W.M. Tilakaratna, Sec., Ministry of Finance
B. Weerakoon, Secretary to the Prime Minister
R. Paskaralingam, Sec., Minister of Local Government,

Housing & Construction

32. 12/4/80 Gamni Desayanake, Minister of Land Development

33. 4/8/81 Denzil Peiris, Editor, SOUTH magazine

34. 5/6/81 Minister Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance and Planning
Dr. W.M.Tilakaratna, Sec., Ministry of Finance & Planning
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5,1 INTFRN-ATJý ýý ',,L PMFNT 1',ýTEWIAT P-N HI LTIM AL FINANCE
AS, AT _ý'q S TROL T Ist -1 DE, E Lä PIL 0 sälPVRATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: EDATE: Perch 25. 0

FROM: - k_

SUBJECT: CH Y1ON iljit, of Dr. jw,_j_ if Ceyl nýs.
v m n 177 6p, -70. 7 nn i ö 7 7 7 Y i,

rant Mus, sormanent åecretary of levi =1 a 00c127 i-
mrande ni VirE 011 call an you at y: 'r in ålen derýT

_varna

2. Dr. !Gcr3ý b-orn in , -23. w ir 3c(Dnjlfäc_,

fras Omrins Enf,eratry and mer om en de 1. jacour 0 r-en-and t
1=00 1011 - , -,.n Vi 3 .01 1, 1, 1-. x týj 1<,ýn
sa-71 nu tack a =1, oc bu, jp rtwans D " i-tjon i Vanninj son sm de,
pråneljni autLor 01 Sylanla fir.c ýav-ý1-:vnt , Ifn. in 0 - i ha a I u m
Prector of nr arA et ene CentrA inne. in 19 0 with 0a ren, ra 0,
power of t-ne, 1-inikså 00 =1 _-r. u Wnä parrnns-s 02 l'!'
of the newly ý,',jo-ij_:ý of A mning ina pre. in uhu.,
capacity he h, a uncom Som ina m insill C01 -- r
3ovuu2eeem mö, ta a large eytnin, men ws.m Ina småll st of ah rempric
polici -, have enabled Ceylon bota in r smynr frun 11 - s- iv a - e 3 minde-
erisis at Wc5 and ta launch Amlf inta succ =0 W7 dorn inv-kolmunt.

3. kr. Aren- 9 a 012 en cour enS a articelsar , om 0 P-11 known
in 10 Preles and öm I an sum in annan- 0 jusu ocimLöka= a _«
Clas 1. nie nr deall n : a L en son sröSLI ý m o I ror ; .1 ma m, mas 1, j

b ear, . ru Snent må !L UýGäll. 0 a- we de w ro in
ý', , ý= imcy ur anotner Lob ta VE orm- _,. ,ojiilk,

atp- in Ka couel2y. In A-SSH rit Oflurrc. . mn oz is cc mi ter ble
tre en i 1, , ý1ý_'_oý ~ ,_ rri~-, _,:LVVI,r les vitajut dourr in tåý

11 ar star ra kli. iw i manm Vi D , a or bär yod . om rolla Wore

Vral 1 du sk de saneras Veceijer in Givium. m a sm it Voks
m= b 10 ull! 0 1 ~mar 1, ock. Los mt
2n im. omsar eosin- mire to bo retarnar 19 numer, it 0

0 årult to ma änra mould last lang.

Gorea does not wish ta reiss sny particular
S-= låta yor. w- ma-senb oosition on the Åld 3rqu _Jfl our 01,m
la aning , regran is ranta r i 7e- uelou.

karlen Aid Swi,

Dr . 2,3 en I ad the 0p ta n au! 2 , tå. i ta the en- 0i a g of La - ösylon
,kid 13 må n i SIL mrý-

Irou ir wi. Da Wer 11. = ränna. sm tru

enad. 10 0, st, ca- melsekom who . cr- mmar sil s- ~sh, Varrar n% M
13 Se- en i ncmmofGr eýrl-r-mnco. dulppi-Ler,p marsoropp son 09 1.0
Om I a f- de Ian -00_ý-,-,J _L,ýs av -wavaka groves r .- derin-

7) OCIA 0 m wo m 2=12 en, nu fall lp
kri. C0 I E de ini I i n i r-en

~ni- me , roscm drivr o l- a m umr an cisny rafbra

in 0 p melster Lms libernlå stim uf de- . om aljar mourt
c ý, te



1,r. Robert M. ici:mra - - March 25, 2

J. atch a table showing the eo.,)rt performance at Ceylon in
recent years and also a table showing the status af Ad Žrou assistance.
It ca be seen that although the volu,e of ten and coconut exports has
beer somewha lower in trI last three years tan in 196<, the main cuse
el reeced earnings has been falling prics. Total disbursments by
members of the A16 Iroup (other than the IMF) of abaut 3150 milion during
tiis period are loss than the $200 millon of additional exehange earnangs
uhich Ceylon would have htad available if the earnings of 1965 had been
maintained in the followin three years. The table on ltd rp Assistance
elsa shwUs that the flow of capital from Bank roup to Ceylon has been
neative since 1965.

7. Indications of countries' aid intentions suggest that conmtments
in 19» will be higher than in 1968 and that total disbursements will be
sustantially higher dre to a fairly large spiliaver of sid from earler
commitments. Bth Germany and the United Kingdom indicated that they would
provid- substantially marc money for Ceylon than they have provided in the
palst.

Yorthcoming Bank and ID-A Projeots

.Tree appraisamissins have returned from Ceylon in the past
couple of weeks. As a result we hope to make two nere Bank losna in the
current fiscal year, one of abort $6 million as a Second man to the
Deveolopmen- Finance Coroaration of Ceylon (DFOG) and the other of abort
$20 million for a second stage af the Maskeliya Wy Hydro-Electric Project.
The third project just appraiced was the first stage of the development
of the a aeli Gangs River Basin. This would be primarily an irrigation
project with asmall power element. Discussiens are now under way within
the ian on the apropriate size of the first stege project, and we boe to
present this combinod credit and loa to the Eecutive Directors early' in
the next lisoal year.

9. io other orojects under preparation, whin could result in loans
or credits in the nex iscal year, are a land reclamation and drainage
projeect abouc b2 milles ana a power transmission project of about
$7 million. It is pessibie the transmuission project will bo picked up by
official bilateral project aid, since doser countries are anxious 0o mrove
to a position where marc of their ald is provideé for preoets rather than
in the fern of kTick-disbursing commadity aid which has formad the bulk. of
the foreign assistance orevided to Ceylon, s'ince tho Aid Group was formed
in 19,,5.

10. fe are still wrorking on tho lending progra m for the next flivo
years in Ceylon. Our preliminary work suggests that there are likely to
be enough projects to absorb weil over s200 illen of Bank and IDA
financin: during tho period. With the inCreising desire of doner countries
taopruvide project rather tan cormodity aid, it is probable tnat $0ome of

ts projcsvwi ce financed bilaterally, leaving a total Bank/IDA

program ~n Eo 1020 ilin



Mr. Robert . McNamara - 3 - March ', 19V

11. C2ylon Is elaified as a soft-blond country. elays in ID~
repltenishent have meant thatb lending in he current Piseal year will

oe :redomnantly f'rom the Bnk - nih commitmcns ofi a'beut $35 million
f rem Uhe Bank and only QH.9 million from lIDA. We hope to redress the
balane~ in futuere yer.

.ttacheona



TABLE 18

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED EIPMRTS 11

19 29  1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Tea
Production nil. lbs. 413 482 503 690 187 490 510
Exports mil. lba. 384 456 495 41 678 460 175
Unit Price US $ per lb. 0.57 0.53 0.51 0.49 0.46 0.42 0.42
Export Value uS $ mil. 219.5 239.9 25i.2 215.8 219.0 193.3 199.6

Rubber
Production ail. 1b. 205 216 261 289 316 315 325
Exports ail. lba. 206 253 267 298 291 315, 315
Unit Price US $ per lb. 0.30 0.2h 0.24 0.24 0.20 0.17 0.18
Export Value us $ ail. 62.6- 60.9 63.9 70.8 58.3 54.0 58.5

Coconut Products
Production ail. nuts equiv. 2,306 3,000 2,681 2,486 2,421 2,600 2,800
Exports mil. nuts equiv. 1,131 1,625 1,274 1,028 951 1,100 1,270
Average Export Value US $ thoua./mil.nuts equiv. 45.0 35.3 45.4 40.1 36.2 h9.0 4.5.
Export Value us $ mil. 51.1 57.4 57.8 41.2 34.4 53.9 57.6

of whichs

Copra
Zxporta thousand ct. 852 1,162 819 416 316
Unit Price US $ per cut. 12.7 10.0 12.4 12.6 12.3 -
Export Value uS $ Ail. 10.7 11.6 10.1 5.3 3.9

Coconut Oil
Exports thousand cut. 1,389 2,351 1,738 1,157 1,334
Unit Price US $ per cut. 17.7 13.8 17.5 15.6 13.6
Export Value US $ sil. 24.6 32.4 30.5 22.7 18.1

Desiccated Coeonat
ExportS thousand cut. 1,050 1,080 1,041 930 926
Unit Price US S per cut. 15.0 12.4 16.5 14.2 13.5
Export Value uS $ mil. 15.8 13.4 17.2 13.2 12.5

Other Export. fS $ il. 22.1 28.8 26.7 24.4 25.0 25.2 33.6

Total Exports US $ il. 1 355.4 387.0 402.5 352.1 336.7 326.4 349.4

l/ Except for the 1968 estimate and the 1969 projection, figures do not coincide with the export
figures given in Table 15. The difference is due to the discrepancy between Customs Return data and
actual foreign exchange data. Upto the end of November 1967 all export figures have been converted
into dollars at the rate of $1 - Ra. 4.76, and thereafter at the current rate of $1 - Rs. 5.95.

2/ Due to rounding the sum of the individual figursmay differ from the totals, and for the same reason the
product of unit prices and export volumes may differ from export values.

Sources Ceylon Customs Return for 1959-1967 figures; Ministry of Planning and
Economic Affairs for 1968-1969 figures.



TABLE 19

STATUS O AID GROUP ASSISTANCE

(In U.S. $ million)

- Fed. Rapublio United United
k"traliG CaadtrEe 0.Gma!Z Indt Ij!l____1r Can rn oI __a Kingdom State IBRD ID ADB Total

1. comitnnta 1.5 k.2 - ik.o 2.7 - 50 10.0 - - - - 37.3
2. Disburascente 1.5 2.6 0.9 2.5 - - - 0.5 - 2.3 - - 10.3
3. Axortization Pymnte - 0.3 - 0.6 - - - 1.1 . 1.4 - - 3.34. Interost Paymente - 0.1 - 0.1 - - - 0.2 - 1.5 - - 2.0
5. Nat (2-3-4) 1.5 2.2 0.9 1.8 - - - -0.8 - c.5 - 5.0

1966

1. 1_diønta 1.1 4.2 7.7 6.3 - - 5.0 10.0 12.0 - - - L6.22. Diubursemnts 1.0 3.9 0.2 9.7 1.5 - 4.6 6.8 3.5 t - - 32.4
3. Amortisation Payenta - 1.1 0.2 0.9 - - - 1.2 - 1.4 - - 4.74. Intest Payamta - 0.2 0.1 0.3 - - - 0.2 - 1.5 - 2.3
5. Net (2-3-k) 1.0 2.6 0 8.5 1.5 - 4.6 5.4 3.5 -1.7 - - 25.4

1967

1. G- ,tment- 1.1 4.2 n.e. 5.0 6.7 - 5.0 8.6 17.5 1.2 - - 52.32. Dizbursente 0.7 8.2 4.6 7.4 1.1 - 4.2 11.0 11.6 r.8 - - 49.73. Anortization Paymnta - 1.1 0.3 0.5 - - - 1.4 - 1.5 - - 4.74. Interøst Paymnte - 0.3 0.1 0.2 - - - 0.2 - 1.5 - - 2.35. Net (2-3-4) 0.7 6.9 4.2 6.7 1.1 - 4.2 9.4 11.6 -2.1 - 42.8
1968

. corMitesnta E 1.1 4.2 7.7 5.0 - 4.0 5.0 7.2 18.03 4.9 6.9 2.0 66.02. Diabur5aånts 0.9 4.6 3.1 6.1 1.0 - 7.4 10.9 21.9 - - - 55.93. Amortization Paym~nta - 1.1 0.3 1.4 - - - 1.0 - 1.4 - - 5.24. Interst Pay=nte - 0.3 - 0.7 - -0.2 - 22 - - 3.35. Net (2-3-4) 0.9 3.2 2.8 4.1 1.0 - 7.4 9.7 21.9 -3.6 - - 47.4
Grand Total

I. Conui1tants 4.8 16.7 15.4 30.3 9.3 j.0 20.0 35.8 U7.5 9.1 6.9 2.0 201.82. Diburnenta 4.1 19.2 8,8 25.7 3.7 - 16.2 29.2 37.0 4.4 - - 148.33. AxortizatIon Paymuta - 3.5 0.8 3.3 - - - 4.6 - 5.7 - - 17.94. Intenst Pymenta - 0.9 0.2 1.3 - - - 0.8 - 6.7 - - 9.75. Net (2-3-4) 4.1 14.8 7.9 21,1 3.7 - 16.2 23.7 37.0 -7.9 - - 120.6

1/ Includes co~odity aid, projet &id and technioal aaøiotanoe. Th, figures for diøburlm.nta, amortization and interstpaymnta represent total payenta during &ach Galendar yar and th*rator* tnelude tranaotions againøt all exi#tingOomitxents, in01ding agrøs~nta signed prior to 1965.

Refers to agreements aigned.

Includes Export-Iiport Bank loan for hotel contruction.

Source: Miniftry 0f PlAnning and Economi Affairs and Central Bank of Ceylon.
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June 11, 1969

Mr. George B. S. Gomes was born in 1911. He has been a
director of DFCC since 1959 and Chairman since 1968. After his
education at the University of Ceylon, Mr. Gomes first entered
business in a family-owned insurance company, and subsequently
joined the Associated Newspapers of Ceylon Limited, of which
he has been the Managing Director since 1950. This group
dominates the publishing field in Ceylon, publishing 13 news-
papers and magazines, including the Ceylon Daily News, which
has the largest circulation in Ceylon of all newspapers.
Mr. Gomes is a director of at least ten other companies in
Ceylon, including four large tea companies.

The Development Finance Company of Ceylon was established
by legislation in 1955, following the recommendation of a Bank
survey mission in 1951, with total resources of about $4 million
equivalent. Its shareholders consisted of private domestic
and foreign investors; the largest shareholder, the Bank of Ceylon,
was nationalized in 1961. DFCC conducted its operations on a small
scale until recently, because of the slow pace of private indus-
trial development in Ceylon and the unfavorable political and
business climate until the present Government came into power.
The Bank made a loan to DFCC of $4 million in November 1965.
The major portion of the Bank loan has been committed, and a second
loan of about $6.5 million is under negotiation. The Chief
Executive of DFCC is its General Manager, a position held by
Mr. L. A . Weerasinghe (brother of the Ceylon Ambassador in
Washington ) since 1963. Mr. Weerasinghe will be retiring at
the end bf this month and will be succeeded by Mr. C. Loganathan
now General Manager of the Bank of Ceylon and a leading banker
with international reputation. DFCC is expected to become a more
active and important institution under the guidance of Mr. Gomes
and Mr. Loganathan.
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� �� � � : ��� r � , �· ? � i�· �· , ��L ��
· · �· ����� �1 ��- � . · ��· · ��� · ���F �. � �, , �,1) . �,r . . ,r, ���� �� �

., L� & l [ � .

�. �f �er �le ��: · - �� � ��� · · & yi ��, }1 . ��1 �
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: ; & ,: & , 11 ��� �· �� _. �·· 1 ������ [, _ ��_ 1, �· : ,

�· l �� - : ] l�� l : � ���� ��1 1 � , � � � , �- , :: � �� ����� � : . �, ��

: � � - �� · I E} ,,r � ·· , �� � ] & L ! .L �� � 1 [1 1 �·
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CURRICULU'i-VIT1L

Born: July 19, 1923

4ducational: Royal Collage, Colonbo
Univ'rsity of Ceylon - B.t. (Hons) History
University of Caribridga - n.a., LL.B.
Barristsr-at-Law, (hiiddle Tenpl, London)
Advocate of the Suprrae Court of Ceylon.

1956 Ceylon Dolegate to the Harvard International
Seminar on Contnporary International Affairs.

Professional:

Sept.1951 - Sept 1957 - Croun Counsel in the Dcpartnnnt of v
the Attornoy-Genoral of Ceylon.

Oct 1957 : First Saeretary and Logal 'dviscr,
to lar 1961 Permanent Lission of Ceylon to the United I!tions.

Legal ;sdviser to, and ilenbør of, th Ceylon Delegations
to thj 12th, 13th, 14th, -nd 15th Sessions l the General
Asserbly of the United iktions (1957, 1953, 1959, 1960).

1958 : Representative of Csylon to tha 4th and 5th Sessions
and 1959 of tie Comittaa on the Right of Jv.ryon: to be free

from Arbitrary .rrest, Detantion and xilz.

ilar 1958 : Delogate of Coylon to th U.Æi. Conf,2renco on Ths Lati
of the Sea, Genova.

June 1958 : Dolgata of Ceylorn to the Conf2rence on Intern-tional
CoJrecial Arbitration end 2å nforece.nt of Foreign
Arbitral Aards, LAu York.

Aug 1958 Alternrte Delegate of Ccylon to the IIIrd ZnorgDney
Spocial Sassion of tnc G;neral Asseobly of the
United Iations.

har 1959 : Representative of Ceylon at th-2 14th Session of th'
Huuan Rights Cormimsion.

har 1959 : Dlagate of Ceylon to the U"1. Confe-rene on ti2
jilinin.tion er seduction of Future Sttitelessness, Cenova.

Jul 1959 : Representativo of Cylon at the 10th Sossion of thn
Gencrui tsswbl: Co'ittuc on Inforiiation from .on-
Seif-Covorning Territeries.

-- ora -
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lar 1960 : Dlegatc of Ceylon to thj S_cond U.. Conforonce
on the Lau of tho Sca, Genova.

Apr 1960 Chairian, Spx.ciEL Cornittec on -ducational Conditions.
in !Ton-Self-Govcrnin. Torritories.

Jul 1960 : Repressntativ0 of Ceylon at thj .11th Session of the
G-nzral ssoubiy Co-jaitte on Information from
non-S1of-Govcrnjrg Trritorios.

s,-:rh 191 Joined United 2utions S3crtariat on personal invitatlen ,yof th- lata Scrztary-Genoral, Dag Han¤arskjold.
7a-r 1961 to : Logil Ådviser to thj Secretary-Goneral's Sp:cIal

aan 1962 Represuntativo in tho Congo.

eb 1962 : Legal e-d Politicl ndvisor to the Coruandcr
to United ?ations li:rwency Force in Gaza.
nar 1964

Aug - Oct : Xrnber of U. Thant's 8-nn Fact-finding ission1963 to alaysia.

mar 1964 : Legal jvavis_r to the Coriander, United tionsto Peac)-,,c- 2c,'3 in Cy;rus cnd to th ScOretary-
Nay 1965 Genral's Special -. eprsentative in Cyprus.

Sent 6 : Left United eations SecretariLt.

Sept 1965 : SDnior f,,ou, Yctro fr International Jtudicsto Peu York 1 niversi ,'
Juno 1966

Sept 1966 : Lenbor of Ceylon Dcleg-ton to the 21st Session of
the Cenvn-i AäiÉ:.j of the United "ations.
Vice-Cheiornn.£ -ovth (irusteeship & Colonies)
Couzi tt0 0 of the Gnral tssemb1y.

July 1967 : idnister (:conomic iffcrs), C2y!on High Cot ission,
Londo.

June 1969 ilecd to Cntral- Council of th2 ;oyal Coronuiohlth
Society, LonCon.
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INTERNATI ONAL DE VELOPMENTIASSOCIATION NECM INMTRNATIONAL RANK OR INTERNA ONAL E NAE
AS'1,-A1NRECONSTRUJCTI ON AND DEVEL OPMNR CORFPORAT[O

OFFI CE MEMORANDUM CONFIDETIAL

TO: Memorandum for Record DATE' July 12, 1972

FROM: I.P.M. Cargill

SUBJECT: Cel n - -Mr. Meamarats meeting with the Prime Minister

Mr. Bcamara and I met with the Prime Minister of Ceylon, Mrs.Bandaranaike, on October 15, 1971 at the Ceylonese Embassy in Washington.
The Ambassador and members of the Embassy staff were Present.

The discussion turned to the aid prograe for Ceylon. Mrs.Bandaranaike said that she was well awa.rlxe of the need to take actions
to ensure a resumption of economic growth in Ceylon. The Government hadbeen facing great difficulties in proposing appropriate actions in viewof the insurgency which had occurred earlier in the year and which wasdue entirely to the dissatisfactions felt by young people over theirown economic prospects. However she and her fellow Ministers had spenta great deal of time trying to inform the people of Ceylon about the
serious problems the country faced and the measures which would beneeded to overcome these problems. Certain measures would beintroduced at the time of the Budget and she herself would announcethe measures both in Parliament an.;d over the radio.

Mr. McNamara said that he appreciated the great difficultiesCeylon was facing and welcomed the statement of the Prime Minister. Hesaid in response to a question by the Prime Minister that he did hopeto pay a visit to her country in the near future.

IPMCarg ill:bg



The meeting has been set for iriday, 0c e -15, 1971 at 9 a.n. c
at the ALbassndorls r eidence (2503 Thiie,th Street, 0.0.). Arcsanr

Kanakaratnc will a:ttend and, for the B0 0, Mr. Cargill will be pren.

At 3.00 pm. the same day, Mrs. Bandatrannike i s exported to Pet
i.th Mr. Scweiitzer. Although her visit to 1s kigorn is d- cb ns

unofficial (she caie to the United States to address the U.. General
Assemb V), she is expected to neN Soeretary of State Rogers and Pro-idnt

NiÉ<on on October 19, 7

Mrs. S1o ar sp - 1m etenister as wk! as Mnistt
of refence and 1"rs 1ra inister 1 flnina m1orX"nt.

. S0o1 AR.i. n 2 in 1 ho D. a1 sien ei o0 11 lå <.:o !
rf i D knet a fLer ine pdc in 0 1r1-1 dÎlOO o

he Urited NationalPa±9y to for ' th i ota 'rdom Pay ('a i),
alppe2in broadly to th id nha lndhi 'o'er and i1 c s
anzMeo rim pinscer in 0ýa ---ngw 2 cry in- tegnen

Olct 1ion The foin- ya a 2 o1 - rr b the 'ingh-n-00 int
of 3- and a v 10 , n n . rii V,ai' " 2a n :i e

rn n 11 the vubpo rO i a ~ of 11t1o 1 i f f -0 as, nie1 in' thi l ary
del o eo ti ume du l lrh o, th' ~ Y 9 v l "Mn ho år cr1 in psle

19 slcin asksrofalr t co-]itson sh båceaIS ne ý thn fi isti ým
to assumo the dti ol brime i nis er in ''w-n t1 . At his toint,

lho;mm", her 1e¼ r2  expctel oc' 'o 'un jac; u1 nj ha 5een usm tt s a

O]rnn bii hnd Juall r, Ycvhn kyæn s

t S -s i a - m 2 p, 2 i-
rlf' ''311'a-' ro cu f2l' n ' ver = 1 ktt en 1'r1onc' v e prYLs, '

h i '" a lnd 11 o' t a 0 te i t m o00n 2:i' y , 2il: a,d

oh rrmJ O Ipir säih n mn in pali nt, 'I r ir
yMr in 222' h s o f in j hikwr.
A :> h ~ u:k, o7 h n f dr: o t' in u1 thf0 On12

ierMon sithl vica influsc.e to g lo, .1he o1 relu=ct:ms ta ranuc
aul Cun101 andy rol lmärsh to Iro ~M only i:ithi Uajæ un1anority

on nia-jor in -,.
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Mr. hevill 23 anakli~aratne., Coyloni Ambassad<f oir to the Ui..A.

was educatod ot tito Univers ity o; Camtbridge and 1 a T Baristar-at-La

(MIiddile Teple, London), Blorn in 1923, he joinedo the Public Service in

as Cron Cunsel in tho lepartmcnb of the Attorey-Gneral of Ceylon.

In 1957-101, he was the First Secretary and logal Adviser to the per,mnent

Misi on of Ceylon to the United Naions. In 391 he J oi.ned tih Unie

Natu ons Secretariat on porsona invitation of th lat Secroa- y-rnl ,
Dag Hammnrnkjoald and serve:d as Lli Advisxr to te Seocrry-General' 2

Spee~lal Reresenbatives in Son o, Gtaa and Cypru e. In 1967, he bcanme
Ministor (Economic Affairs) of Coan' s Igh Cnoisso n in London rhore he

remn ned un1til hiis app1oinbeint as Anbassador to tho United States in

August, 1970.

IL. CURRET POTITICA SITUATTOi

During the las few nonths, the Sovorn:-ent has succeeded in

bringing the April insurgency under control and in rea ssrting its authoritv

in most areas. A eurfow is still in force in the Western Provinco (including
Colombo). The extent of continued resistance is not cler, how'ever, since

tight censorship has been imposed. For the mm i rao, it is most difficult

to get the true facts. In an addrcss to Pr-ient last July, Mrs.
Bandaranaike gave certain figuren wich thox sune light n the oxtent of
the violenco: total debios were given as nt mjor thtan 3,200, (at about the

same tIme, foreign correspondonts menttond figures up to 10,000) of 'tich

60 ereO snongCo Goerrtforces, Up to lt,0 people were avrmtdf , of
ich o about 1'?,0 are still bgheld li, minl n univerotity ca:mnu res.

At ti time,, total orange to the econmy includn loss of produet on, vas
tcntatively asssed at 02.1003m<3o Il J ,Ori,

A vérioby of reaserns for ~the inn <ere hts been put fo± aMr~~~nr 5!Cr ti (?uC 1-,7 n '1 e
including tho higho le-V of une plo pamcuyse rly "aon aeunc all n
the 1acsi of grot b of income and opportni tie, nind ehsdv al n

overwiho lig rene of frustration am( ' 1 on tito youngr 0 (ectins of ithe

populatonithA a syst ciubict, deop i@e eor b t ea:orvtic0 rule, r1u

hardly arvny chne in the group' of polic : c dv'rs since thet 13'. t

is significcnt o note thn 1he calling citizjn' to joi volurtr 2

foes f:b the light of the it gec ,tto Govrrncnt s cia

The Ciudr r e o 1 rh 1 197i 1 1 rCve d

bt o c Ely

Euro y rcentecomic vens. I bref, herhe:rfuly cofiodC,

fem xprsse by ur imins :st eca r ad i mmr ofthi cr

Actually,~~~~~~~~~~ý c 7pi ,nrec1a mnrtescreal us n ti



as against the originally estirated surplus e« Rs.?6 million (Ø million).
Irports were only maintained at the 1970 luvel (QLO million) through the
use of addi tir - hmk-tc ni credits. Ev e n thi; levi uf imports was onl

main nc(r with a J million r sh loan from mai nUrd Ch'na. In all
likelihood, ne:t Wcar import caFkcity will be heavily reducu.

For all practical purposes, Ceylon has by now fully used I.M.F.
resources and may only hope to fi anec rewurcha s through nev drWingn.

An I.M.F. issiUn has been scheduled for November 11-25. It 11l
precede by a few days the Ba l s Economie isYion, scheduled to arrive in
Colombo about November 17 for about a month.

IV. POIS OR DIECUSSIG, 'I ?2S. BA'Dj-I/Ji

1. Economie Pol ev

Mrs. Bandaranaike s visit is prim-ily ef a courtey nature and
she is not exected to rvise specific ihe, She is likely, hoWever, to
inquire in gener i terms how m view Ceylon s ecoonic prospecth and Qhat we
might advile the Governnent to d,

At h lAt id Group w i n T, ser ere anneucMYd
thnt ai poflicy peek'.ge eonta: =jg pr1p n s2 ner inbl if ga51pneta

tn tn Rc cW

etn

Baic lly,cha riseneedue m el onL

ub)aito toCbn;. h iec tan e en'o,t norf< ia
rc bentl re, Itoa; th edIL.it:i;ouin dotirDthe- end te ir
p eco o Le dnrncJn tod tr uni1'b em u ,JleuriioL

prr! L,

(a) ai rU «L cL> oh o c xpen t If' tQ.Qi' ¾iC op'd>t

cc'r-r, uaLcuo

foeeL% jr L. ur.>' ,



GeneO3rally cpeakig, th2c points arn made in Ceylon's proposed

oe develonsnt plan. As the plMn, bor var, do s not clearly spell out thr

p] ilcationa, a note SWW I I Antt ex: 3 ias ben prnred to serve an a

biSs for discussion kic 1 je, -pristo, coud be left with her.

2. The AID Grun

There i t1l nuce rym ty for CyIM in te Al Grup, bt

noticnce iG not littoc rna b tn: feetlip ougpht to be put acr'osn to tbe
Frimo foniter. ihnu, t ro :a 0ro otulC of ation c-sducivp to

development, one c-n be £ar y conifal; t:t I the i: Group, uich is

presently enrotc to mel t ny0 :t Yrb/<pril, uiuld be will ng to ,rovidc

conisiderableo support.

3. 9 slo Peit Frobler

The Pärie inter :ay tchS upon C,ylant drb burden. Anne-

b, based on fr; m-nry iM nfirtin avaiable here, give3 an indication of

the magnitude of the problem.

Tbe major diffieulty i s thet Cej cpi e det servicing problem

is not duc to large pa cni owed on accout I p oä o Ii aå, but re t ult

fron borro:ingo fro1 commr i 1 banks and halv rere to private shrt-
term creoits. 0 SThs ro? any d 1r1li, ex erc dif ilt. Hlorver,

unless a s olu 2n £our, t h :emc . f future r 0i cil be r vuio-J

weakned and tit areble 1 ori cno t be ir-'r 1b t i Grep ly,

r Ipect to rafe it aten e ii 1ar:

boin colleted6 in Co''on. La <ur ro3 e, i x, vaho Q à bey. br$n1Y1.ng

th'p 1e o ro¯the atetor.nitvV >iEelr; up, teill hae o bþ cci;u inT
at that 1

et .t nk/ irmien

Tlei I te sta o 0f our crre loptns i n d crdits are

attachd as n 1 . u mutjor i:sue'' is pci'r 'vic<y nnu M W nnd vs.

nand rnk in ik'' to r-ie OperstluYL ev q ;SiP.

Onteur 13, 1571



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT NTERNATIONAL BANE MOR INTERNATIONAL FNANCEASSOCIATIONRECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENTCOPRTN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. I.P.N. Cargill 

DATE: September 24, 1971
FROM: Alfred S. Cleveland

SUBJECT: CZYLOI - Recent Economic Developments

The foll.owing notes on Ceylon's economy have been prepared largelyfrom data requested in late July and received only a few days ago. Ingeneral, the data indicates that the economy has__cntinued tQ deterioratein 271 and that 1972 will be even more difficult than was visualized by
the Bank at the time of the last economic mission.

THE BALAN? OF PAT71TS

Exports

The latest estimate of Ceylon's merchandise exports in 1971 is$323 million or about 213 million less than both the original 1971 forecastand actual export earnings in 1970. The principal reasons are the dcineof export earinn-3 from tea, despite higher prices; and lowep podction,exports and import prices for rubber. The materials supplied to us do notso indicate but undoubtedly the insurrection was an important cause of thedecline.

Imorts

The original preliminary import program for 1971 totaled about$460 million which in the Bank's view was somie .5 million in excess of thepermissable level. This was reduced to 2415 million early in 1971 primarilyby reducing the amounts previously budgeted for industrial materials and asmall cut in food in-ort. It is now estL-ated that merchandise inmorts in1971 wi-l total $405 mill±i giving an import capacity of a little over
$400 million, takin: into account the balance on invisibles. During the firsthalf of 1971, the industrial sector, including the public corporations, wereable to maintain production by drawing_own inventories_and buying importedsupplies on trade credit. In recent months, however, both means seerItohave all but come to an end. Duropean and U.K. suppliers are saTo berequiring foreign bank guarantees of letters of credit and the Ceylon pressis now characterising the situation as a crisis of major proportions. In Cthe meantime the levels of food, textile, petrolem, Teili rlteyydacertainessential raw material imports are being maintained from Ceylon's slendercash resources.

By the end of 1971 Ceylon expects to have maintained her merchandiseimport capacity at about the $400 million level of 1970. The estimated meansof financing these imports compared to the 1970 capacity and the Bankts estimate
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in December, 1970 are shown in the following Table:

Financing of Merchandise Imports
(US - million)

1970 1971 1971
(Bank Estimate) Revised

Own Resources 286 286 212

Medium and Long-term Credit 84 97 _aL

a. Commodity Aid 54 55-60 59
b. Project Aid and Other Aid 13 20-25 13
c. Suppliers Credit 16 17 15
d. Foreign Investment 1 - -

Short-tern Credit and Use of Reserves 32 - 107

a. Trade Credits 32 20
b. Borrowing from Banks Abroad 25 ) 20
c. Use of Reserves (inc. IWF & SDR's) - 25 ) 5

Total = Merchandise Imports 402 383 405

The reason for the marked variation between the Bank's estimate
of Ceylon's own resources to finance imports and the Governments current
estimate is diversion of funds to repay the $100 million of short-term credits
that fall due in 1971. The sharp reduction of project and other aid is due
in part to cancellation of $18 million of Bank Group loans and credits and
to the long delays in renegotiating the Maskelyia and Mahaweli projects.

The very large increase in estimated trade credits indicates not
only that the Government did not accept the Bank's conclusion that she could
not afford to permit short-term indebtedness to increase further butjmore
importantly, the Governent's overall exchange policy has been to strain

Ceylon's external credit position to the breaking point in order to finance
higher levels of "essential" consumer goods. The evidence clearly indicates
that this policy has been implemented at the expense of import of investment
goods and productive inputs.

Ceylon's external financial position in 1971 would have been far
worse, and possibly hopeless, had she not received an untied sterling currency
loan from China amounting to 325 million equivalent. It is understood that
part of this loan was used to pay the final installment of L14 15 million to
KFW and that the balance has been or will be applied to maturing trade credits
and short-term foreign bank obligations.

Short-term Credits

On the basis of projected imports during the second half of 1971 it
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is estimated that short-term trade credits and foreign bank loans outstanding
to be carried over into 1972 will amount to $59 million and $27 million
respectively. The total of $86 million will fall due in 1272 and unless
the Goverment can find the resources to repay thei or in ame way reschedule,
Ceylon's.nimport capacityin_1272 will decline drastically.

Ceylon has recently had some success in rescheduling foreign bank
credits. Agreement was reached on final repayment of the balance of the
K?d loan, on which Ceylon defaulted in December, 1970, in two installments
of 24 15 million each in March and June, 1971. The 1 8.5 million in loans
from the British banks would have fallen due in December, 1971 but have
been rescheduled over a 5-year period. Negotiations are continuing to
reschedule the $5.0 million balance of the loan from Manufacturer's Hanover
Trust which matured in July, 1971. The estimated $27 million of outstanding
foreign bank loans is net of expected rescheduling and repayments in 1971.

As a condition of the 1971 standby agreement with the Fund Ceylon
agreed that short-term trade credits would not be increased by more than
$20 from the beginning of 1971 to the end of the standby period. As of
January 1, 1971 total external short-term commercial debt amounted to
$46 million which, together with the permitted $20 million increase, provides
a ceiling of $66 million. Commercial short-term credit outstanding as of the
end of August was $72 million, well above the ceiling. No further drawings
under the standby are possible as long as the ceiling is exceeded. The
Government estimates that outstanding trade credits will be reduced to
$59 million by the end of the year.

Net Foreign Assets

During 1970 Ceylon's net foreign assets increased by only $12.6 million
and liquid reserves ere less than $5 million. Since then there has been
considerable improvement in net assets as shown in the Table below:

Changes in Net Foreign Exchange Assets - August, 1971
(US$ million)

Central Bank Short-term Liabilities 26.5
Bilateral Trade Accounts 20.5

All other accounts - 2.0
Net Change 770

There has been no improvement in liquid balances, however, which
remained below $4.5 million.

The Outlook for 1972

The Government's preliminary balance of payments forecast indicates v
that the outlook for 1972 is very grim indeed. Little improvement in export
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earnings is visualized and even assuming that all of the outstanding short-term
bank and trade credits are rolled-over, import capacity in 1972 is ep.Tec'ed
to fall to $330 million from a level of about 400 mIl on in 1970 and 1971.

There is some flexibility in this, however, since the 1972 payments
forecast assumes that the $34 million legally due to the Fund will all be
repaid in 1972. About $27 million of this must be repaid but the balance
can be rescheduled over an additional two years. A new standby is also
possible.

Although no breakdown of merchandise imports for 1972 is available
it is likely that if a sizeable short fall of export capacity occurs, imports
of investment goods and productive imports will bear the brunt of this, to
the further detriment of domestic production, employen and growth. The
principal elements of the estimated decline of import capacity include
repayments to the DIF, less commodity aid and zero net increase of short-term
credits. The forecast indicates repayment of $10 million of the outstanding
foreign bank credits, indicating that the Government expects to roll-over
the remaining $17 million.

THE 1970/71 BUDGET CUTLOOK

Current Account

The revised 1970/71 budget clearly indicates that the Government has
been unable to contain current expenditures or to increase revenues as initially
planned. The origimalbudget showed a very small surplus of Ts 26 million on
current account. The revised estimates indicate a deficit of Rs 353. This is
accounted for by an increase of 9 percent in expenditures, a1 percent decrease
in revenues and unexpected advance account operations amounting to Rs 104 million.

The large increase in expenditures was the result mainly of larger
outlays for food, refunding of FEECS and the current cost of the insurrection.
The drop in estimated revenues was due to lower customs and tax collections,
less income from the sale of FEECS and to substantial over-estimation of revenue
from the demoneterization and compulsory savings schemes.

Capital Account and Budget Deficit

The revised estimate of capital expenditures is 14 percent below the
original estimate. This is accounted for largely by under-utilization of project
aid by 50 percent, failure to implement the crash employment program and lower
expenditure on FEECS. Capital expenditures would have been about Rs 57 million
lower had it not been for the purchase of military hardware.

The revised budget shows that the overall budget deficit is expected
to increase by 20 percent over the original estimate to Rs 1426 million.
Comparison of the original and revised budgets, including financing of the
deficit, is shown in the following table:(over page)



ORIGINAL AND REVISED BUDGETESMTIATES - 1970/71
(Rs million)

1969/70 1970/71
PITA-T al Oriina Revised

Revenue 2736 2878 2751
Current Expenditure (net) 2860 2842 3104
Current account surplus/deficit - 124 - 35

Capital Expenditure 1026 1220 1073
Less:sinking funds & amotorization 214 249 255

net capital expenditures 912 971 B1T
Add: sinking funds & amotorization 214 249 255

1026 1220 1073
Current act-surplus/deficit - 124 36 - 353
Gross budget deficit =37 111 1426

Financing of the Deficit
Non-bank borrowing 381 445 600
Project Aid and grants 110 113 67
Commodity Aid 234 525 325
&ergency Aid - - 35
Currency Loan (China) - - 100
Suppliers Credits - - 169 /
Other - 31 - 32
Expansionary Bank financing 454 101 98 2

I/ Revised as of July 1, 1971
2/ Food imports - flour, sugar and rice'

Collections under the compulsory savings scheme amounted to Rs 25 million.
If available before September 30, bank borrowing will be reduced to
Rs 73 million.

Financing of the Deficit

The reason for the sharp decline of commodity aid is not clear but
it was probably over-estimated in the first place and may also be linked to
the shortfall in estimated capital expenditures including under-utilization
of project aid. The revised estimate indicates that nearly 25 percent of
total financing of the deficit was from sources not visualized in the original
budget; and this in turn indicates the ways in which Ceylon has struggled to
maintain public financing. The great importance of the $25 million currency
loan from China is again indicated in the revised estimates. Without it Ceylon
could easily have again been in default.
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Shifting of a sizeable part of food imports to suppliers credits
has served to postpone cash payments. It is reported that these are mainly
18 month credits which conveniently avoids the Fund's ceiling on commercial
credits of less than one year. However, the entire amount of suppliers
credits falledue in 1972 and will have to be provided for in the next budget
unless they can be rolled-over. When these obligations are added to the
payments due on foreign bank and commercial trade credits in 1972 it seems
apparent that Cgnia at or near the end of the line a&far as short-term
financing is concerned. And with little prospect of increased project or
commodity aid it is likely that the "crunch" may be near at hand. One may
speculate on whether this would be good or bad for Ceylon and the answer
would seem to depend on one's degree of faith that the Government will face
up to these harsh realities without being forced to do so and successfully
cope with them in both the short and longer-term periods.

In 1969/70 net public expansionary domestic financing soared
to a total of Rs i$t as compared to Rs 249 in the previous financial year.
The original ceiling agreed to with the Fund for 1970/71 was Rs 88 million,
but this has since been increased to Es 97 million as a result of net
repayments during the year. If this ceiling is exceeded the current standby
agreement will be automatically in default. A new ceiling would then have to
negotiated, which could prove very difficult. According to official figures
the Government has thus far stayed well within the permissable limit.

RICE

A recent report shows that total rice production in the 1971 crop
year is expected to be nearly 20 percent below the level of output in 1970.
The primary factors responsible are reported to be a drop of about 41 percent
in yields and a decrease of about 100,000 acres in the area sown. These are
both attributed to a combination of unfavourable weather, the insurgency,lower fertilizer usage and lack of credit. Other evidence suggests that an
important underlying cause may be the institutional modifications the Government
is making in the rice production program including reorganization of cooperatives
and modification of the functions and authority of the district agents.

The report also estimates that rice imports in 1971 will be 40% less
than in 1970 with a further decrease of nearly 25% projected for 1972. Larger
purchases under the guaranteed price scheme is the main reason for these
estimates but it is also expected that total rice consumption and total cereal
consumption (rice plus flour) will drop by 12 and 8% respectively in 1971.There is no ready explanation for this unless it means that the Government has
decided not to import the full quantities of rice and flour required to
satisfy demand at current prices and to let the price mechanisms of the free
market allocate those portions of the available supplies of rice not required
to meet the rice ration.

CONCIUSIONS

The principal conclusions from this brief examination of Ceylon's
economic performance in 1971 may be siumarized as follows:
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1. Import capacity has been maintained at about the 1970 level but
only by straining Ceylon's credit-position to the breadng point. This high
price will somehow have to be paid in 1972, which promises to be_a very grim
year indeed.

2. Current expenditures increased by the record rate of 9 percent. To
some extent this may be attributed to the cost of the insurgency but by far
the largest part was due to increased imports of food and other consumer goods.

3. Current revenues were substantially below the orginal 1970/71 estimates
due to lower custom and tax collections, lower EC sales and over-cstimation
of income from the demoneterization and compulsory savings schemes. It is now
estimated that the budget deficit on current account in 1970/71 will amount
to a staggering Es 353 million.

4. Capital expendituresi-which included considerable military hardware,
remained at about the 1970 level but were well below the original 1970/71
estimate. Shortages of imported materials appear to have caused industrial
production to fall sharpl since June.

5. To help finance the exceptionally high budget deficit the Government
continued to expand short-term commercial credit to the point where suppliers
have refused further credit without foreign bank guarantees. The Government
has had little success in making such arrangements and N.M. Perera will seek
modification of this restriction when he meets with British and European
bankers following the Annual Meeting.

6. Contributing to the need to import on commercial credit terms were
large shortfalls from the original estimates of project and commodity aid.
The way in which Bank Group loans and credits were handled and delays in
negotiating commodity loans were in large part responsible.

7. Had it not been for the wind-fall currency loan from China in May
Ceylon would have reached an acute crisis position much earlier. It does
not seem likely that this will be repeated in 1972, although there are
rumours that a second currency loan is under discussion.

8. The outlook for 1972 is, to say the least, mostdiscouraging. Even
under optimistic assumptions regarding rescheduling of commercial, foreign
bank and suppliers credits Ceylon's import capacity in 1972 may not be much
more than $330 million compared to about $400 million in 1970 and 1971. If
this occurs, and given the Governent's comitments to social welfare, it is
more than likely that investment, grovth and employment will be a heavy
looser.

cc: Messrs. Votaw, Melmoth, Blobel, Baneth, Roulet & Kavalsky

ASCleveland:avm
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CEYLON COUNTRY PROGRAi PAP1R

Postscript

hi. The Ceylon Country Program Paper was reviewed at a meeting in
Mr. McNamara's office on March 2 1 , 1971. The following conclusions were
reached:

(a) Ceylon faces extraordinarily difficult economic problems.
Although these derive essentially from the'decline of _prices in its
major export products, they also reflect the failure of Ceylon to adapt
its economic and social policies to the fundamental change of its export
position. As stated in paragraph 28 of the paper, the current liquidity
crisis as well as the difficult longer term outlook, call for a far-
reaching action of economic and social policies. This view is widely
accepted among government officials but there is no indication as yet
that the nature of the problems facing Ceylon is understood by the Ca-
binet, let alone that the Government is moving towards a program of
action of the kind required. An acute crisis is likely to occur within
the next few months. Such a crisis, and a consequential change in poli-
tical alignments, may well have to precede the preparation of a meaning-
ful program of action by the Government.

(b) As regards the Aid Group, its major members have said that
they will attend the meeting at the end of April and appear generally
inclined to help Ceylon. Houever, the continuing existence of the Group
and perhaps even the willingness of members to pledge at the next meeting
will depend on the Goverrnent preparing a program of action - and demon-
strating its ability to carry it out - that promises to see Ceylon through
the present difficulties and back on to the path of development.

(c) As regards future Bank Group activities: (i) future lending
will be limited to IDA as Ceylon can no longer be considered creditworthy
for Bank loans; (ii) in the present circumstances IDA lending should be
directed towards prorm type operations. Agriculture has top priority
and steps should be taken immediately to identify possibilities for IDA
to assist in expanding production for export and for import substitution.
Should the Government request IDA assistance in the form of industrial
import or similar program financing, the matter should be considered
further, but IDA should take no initiative in this direction; (iii) pend-
ing clarification of Cylon's ecornomic policies and investment priorities
further work on the other projects listed in the FY 1272 program, in-
cluding theproposed education project, should be suspended; (iv) as pro-
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posed in paragraph 35 of the paper, conditions for IDA lending, in
terms of Government action, should initially be set considerably be-

low the ideal; (v) once these conditions are met, IDA may be able to

lend to Ceylon more than its present tentative allocation in the order

of $10 to 15 million annually.

(d) The Bank's approach to Ceylon should be reviewed in a few

months, or earlier if warranted by a significant change in the situation.

South Asia Department
March 31, 1971
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Bank/IDA Lending ($ millions)

1964-68 1969-73 1972-76

1970 Population: /I
12.6 million IBRD 2.8 32.5 -

/2 /1
1969 per cap. GNP (in $): 157 IDA 2.0 47.6 75.0

Current Population Growth Rate:
2.3% Total 4.8 8o.i 75.0

Current Exchange Rate: US$1 Operations Program: 87.1 A/ 122.0 1/
Rs. 5.95 (parity rate) Annual Average per capita ($)

= Rs. 9.2 (rate covering 50-60% of
payments) IBRD/IDA 0.08 1.27 1.19

IDA 0.03 0.75 1.19

/1 Net of cancellations

/2 $196 according to the concept used in the World Bank Atlas

/3 Operations program approved last year for 19'9-73 was $17.3 million.Operations program for 1972 76 is notional.

A. INTRODUCTION

1. The major recent event on Ceylon's political scene has been the
victory of the coalition led by Mrs. Bandaranaike in the general elections
last May which gave it control over more than three-quarters of the seats,
with Mrs. Bandaranaike's own party, the Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) holding
nearly two-thirds. The United National Party (UNP) led by Mr. Dudley Senanayake,
which had been in power since 1965, was left with 18 seats out of 157.

2. During the campaign, the coalition had announced its intention to bring
about fundamental changes in economic organization designed to lay the foundation
of a socialist society. To do this, it promised to give the leading role to te
public sector and to bring the private sector under control, inclluding in some
cases through nationalization. Furthermore, it accused the previous administra.-
tion of having pursued growth without regard for distributive justice and under-
took, if elected, to implement a welfare-oriented program in which the most
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popular measure was the re-establishment of the full rice ration which had
been halved by the Senanayake government in 1966. On the external front, the
coalition accused the Senanayake regime of having sold out to the West and
claimed that Ceylon's sovereignty was being impaired by improper deference
to the wishes of the West. The IMF and IBRD were branded as prime culprits and
the Aid Group as an instrument of western imperialism. The coalition promised
to reassert Ceylon's independence.

3. Shortly after coming to power, the new Government took various
steps to fulfil its electoral promises. To begin with, it extended diplomatic
recognition to certain eastern regimes (Hanoi, East Germany, etc.); this was
done in such a way that it had the effect of annoying the main aid givers.
With respect to the Bank, it established enquiry committees to review the
three major Bank-financed projects (highways, power, and Mahaweli), while
debate continued between those who wished to cancel all pending projects and
those who advocated a more moderate course.

4. The Prime Minister and some of her advisers soon realized, however,
that their expectations of securing from the eastern bloc or from mainland
China the kind and amount of aid which Ceylon had been receiving from the
Aid Group were unrealistic. They also realized that Ceylon could not do without
foreign assistance. Less than a week after having assumed office, Dr. N.M.
Perera, the new Minister of Finance and leader of one of the coalition parties,
announced to the nation that he had inherited a financially nearly bankrupt
country. Although the gravity of the situation became more generally understood
only later - particularly in December 1970 when Ceylon defaulted on a loan
from German banks - this discovery dampened somewhat the euphoria of the
electoral victory and marked the beginning of a sobering process. To bL fair,
one has to recognize that to a large extent the difficulty had been the result
of action by the previous Government. In addition, the previous Government,
which knew the facts, had carefully concealed them in an attempt to win the
election. in these circumstances it is not surprising that when the new
Government was faced with the facts a good deal of confusion followed - which to
a large extent still prevails today - as to what action it should and could take.

5. During the review of Ceylon's CPP in February of last year, there
was no doubt that Ceylon's balance of payments was one of the major causes for
concern. It was recognized, however, that while the situation called for far-
reaching political decisions, little was likely to be done before the elections.
It was agreed that the question should be taken up with the new Government
soon after the elections, and that the Bank's lending program should be
reviewed in the light of these discussions. In fact, the situation continued
to deteriorate throughout 1970. A good del of short-term borrowing war incurred
in the months preceeding the elections despite our warnings and without our
knowledge. Today, Ceylon's liquidity crisis is the overwhelming factor and all
other issues, however import ant they may be, are secondary. It is therefore to
this problem and to what the Bank should do in the circumstances, that the main thrust
of this paper will be devoted. Since several constraints, however, are largely
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the product of policies pursued by previous governments, it may be useful

first to put Ceylon's problem in historical perspective by recalling some

of the major events of Ceylon's recent economic history. This will be the

object of the next section.

B. A BRIEF ECONOMIC HISTORY (1956 - 1970)

6. Since the mid-1950's Ceylon has been going through a painful

process of profound social, political, and economic change. Its beginning

was marked by the victory in the 1956 general elections of the Sri Lanka

Freedom Party (SLFP) - then led by Mr. Bandaranaike and subsequently by

his wife after his assassination in 1959 . This constituted the first step

towards eliminating the social, cultural, political and economic features

of colonial rule which the United National Party (UNP) - representing the

thoroughly westernized, English-speaking elite and middle class - had left

largely untouched in its nine years in office since independence. The

mid-1950's also saw the start of the decline in the prices of Ceylon's

major export crops - tea, rubber and coconut products - which dominated the

economy and had traditionally provided the Ceylonese with a per-capita in-

come far above that of the rest of the Indian sub-continent. At the same

time, Ceylon's population began growing rapidly largely as a result of

successful efforts to eradicate malaria.

7. Social and political reform dominated the first ten years of

this period. It led to the introduction of Sinhala as the official language

to ensure that administrators could communicate with those they administered,

and changes in the education system to place greater emphasis to Singhalese

culture. It entailed the conclusion of an agreement with India on the

repatriation of about half of the Indian labor force on the tea estates. But

above all, it involved an acceleration of the pr_grea to_r_educe inequalIty_of

income and provide every Ceylonese with a minimum standard of livinZ. Speci-

fically, it meant increases in txes, particularly on exports and the higher

income groups, a continuance of the rice subsidy and the rapid expansion of

a wide array of other consumer subsidies on a steadily widening range of other

basic consumer goods and increased expenditures on free or heavily subsidized

government services (not only free education but also health services and sub-

sidized public transport). Finally, it meant sharp curtailment of the scope

for private economic activity and corresponding expansioothe public sector

(particularly in manufacturing), partly because of the Government's socialist

orientation, but also because the private sector has traditionally been

dominated by non-Sinhalese.

8. Undoubtedly, reforms were needed to create a society with an identity

of its own, rather than an amalgam of communal groups governed by a Westernized

elite. However, in the short run a heavy price was paid. Ethnic tensions ran

high. The quality of the edcuation system and of administration deteriorated.

The Government's social progxam resulted in large budget deficits which fuelled

rapid expansion of purchasing power. At the same time, real income grew only
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very slowly - partly, because public investment, which increased sub-
stantially, yielded little productive return as here, too, welfare

objectives dominated over economic considerations; partly, because with
declining export prices, particularly of tea, real income from export
agriculture stagnated; and partly, because out of welfare considerations
the Government kept the supply of imported consumer_goods, especially
foodstuffs, relatively plentiful and at low prices which offered
little incentive to domestic production. Thus, a wide gap ppened between
exchange earnings and payments. External assistance was negligible because
Government policies had alienated Western aid givers and aid from Communist
countries, although sizeable in terms of commitments, was very slow in being
disbursed. Thus, financing of the deficit fell largely on Ceylon's exchange
reserves which, though substantial in the mid-1950's, ($236 million equivalent
in 1956) dwindled rapidly and were virtually exhausted by 1961.

9. Although the Government then began to recognize the need to expand
domestic production, its actions were very largely confined to palliative
measures, in particular increasingly comprehensive and severe exchange in
import controls. However, even these measures proved inadequate to prevent
the exchange situation from deteriorating to the point where, in order to
maintain imports of foodstuffs which the Government considered essential,
imports of intermediate and capital goods had to be cut, thus further circum-
scribing the scope for developing domestic production. It was in this
atmosphere of economic crisis that general elections were held in March
1965, following a Government defeat in Parlian-it over an attempt to nation-
alize the press which had become strongly critical of Government policy.

10. The government elected in 1965, led by Mr. Dudley Senanayeke, was
faced with the task of bringing about major structural changes. However,
it was also clear by that time that Ceylon's exchange situation had reached
a point where sizeable external assistance was a precondition of any attempt
to tackle the problems. The Bank had begun discussions in the last months
of the previous Government on bow this assistance might be mobilized. This
led to the creation of the Ceylon Aid Group - presently consisting of
Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, United Kingdom and the United
States, with observers from Denmark, India and Italy and representatives from the
IMF, the Asian Development Bank, UNDP and OECD - which held its first meeting
under the chairmanship of the Bank, shortly after the UNP came to power. It
was hoped that an inflow of quick-disbursing commodity aid would allow the
Government sufficient room for maneuver to permit some liberalization of im-
ports for investment purposes and to restructure the framework of economic
policies and thus begin the task of reversing the adverse trend. The situ-
ation appeared to call for three main lines of action: (a) curtailment of the
growth of consumer demand so as to relieve the pressure on imported and locally
produced goods; (b) reduction of the quantity of imported consumption goods, and
thus release the foreign exchange resources required to reverse the decline of
investment; (c) an increase in the volume and, particularly, the quality of
investment so as to increase the rate of growth. From the aid donors it was
hoped that a sufficient level of assistance would be provided over a period
of several years to provide the Government with the room for maneuver for
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implementing, without an absolute cut in consumption standards, the production,
consumption and fiscal policies needed to achieve more rapid growth.

11. In this task of restructuring the economy, substantial progress was
made between 1965 and 1969, as policy changes over a fairly wide front - in
which the Bank took an active advisory role - provided an important stimulus

to increased domestic production. Most notable among these changes were the
halving of the rice ration in December 1966 and the reform of the exchange
system. The former led to a sharp increase in the domestic price of rice and
a substantial widening of the free market which were important factors in the
rapid increase in- production which took place. The rupee was devalued in
November 1967 from 4.76 to 5.95 to the dollar. Further partial devaluation
resulted from the introduction, in May 1968, of Foreign Exchange Entitlement

Certificates (FEEC's). Their price was eventually fixed at a premium of 55 per-
cent of the official rate, for an effective rate of exchange of Rs. 9.20 to

the dollar, and the categories of payments subject to FEEC's were gradually ex-
tended. A category of Open General License imports was introduced, covering
in particular industrial materials. These reforms had marked beneficial

effects on economic activities, especially in manufacturing, and improvements

in policies, combined with efforts to make existing investments more productive,
brought about considerable acceleration of economic growth. In 1968 GDP at
constant prices increased by about 8 percent and continued gains in agricultural
and industrial production were recorded in 1969 when GDP increased by a further
6 percent, as compared to an average of 3.6 percent in the first half of the
1960's. In addition, after years of stagnation fixed investment increased

considerably, from below 15 percent of GDP to 19 percent in 1969.

12. In contrast to the progress made in restructuring the productive side
of the economy, the management of financial affairs failed to provide the basis
for sustaining this progress. At the outset, it should be noted that this task
turned out to be much more difficult than had been expected when plans for
economic improvement were mapped out in 1965. It was then expected that over
the next five years export earnings would at least be maintained at their
1965 level. Consequently, aid would be translated into increased imports. In

this context, the task of financial management was seen as ensuring that, initial-
ly, these increases in total imports and, subsequently, the fruits of rising
domestic production, especially of food, went into additional imports of produc-
tive goods so as to initiate and then sustain the growth and restructuring of
the economy. As it turned out, prices of Ceylon's major exports, particularly
tea, fell much more rapidly than had been expected. Actual export earnings in
1966-1970 were in the aggregate $345 million less than they would have been
had they remained at their 1965 level. In contrast, total disbursements by the
Aid Group came to less than $250 million. Moreover, the rise in freight rates
following the closure of the Suez canal and sharp increases in world prices of
rice further eroded Ceylon's import capacity. In short, the foreign exchange
constraint was immeasurably greater than had been expected.

13. The Government was not able to cope with the situation. Rising
incomes went largely into increased consumption. Thus the increase in investment
was financed largely by capital inflows. Interest rates remained low and,
despite substantial increase in Governrment revenues, the Govrnment's current
expenditures rose just as rapidly, since the maintenance of social and welfare
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programs required increasing resources. Rising money incomes, in the absence of

adequate tax and savings policies, put added pressure on the balance of Dayments.

14. By 1968 the strain of attempting to maintain import capacity for

both investment and consumer goods in this context had begun to show. In

that year large drawings on the IMF and sizeable supplier's credits were
required to finance a level of total imports only equal to that of 1959.
In 1969, however, further drawings on the IMF were not possible and Ceylon's
import capacity declined below the level of 1968. Despite this, imports
were allowed to increase substantially. The principal reason was that, in
anticipation of the general elections, the Government failed to translate
increases in domestic production, particularly of food, into reductions
in imports. Furthermore, at a fixed FEEC rate, demand for imports under
open general licences began to outrun available foreign exchange. To finance
the increase in imports external reserves were exhausted and large amounts of
short-term high-interest foreign commercial bank credit were drawn to meet

exchange payments. Ceylon thus entered 1970 with a severely weakened
liquidity position.

15. Unfortunately, further deterioration did occur. The 1970 import
budget which was well in excess of import capacity was not cut back before

the elections in late May. Exports in the first half of 1970 remained at
the 1969 level instead of increasing as expected and short-term indebted-
ness to foreign commercial banks increased still further. Domestic financial

policies also served to keep import demand at a high level. Expansionary
financing reached high levels in 1969/70 and rising prices produced poli-
tical pressure for reducing the cost of living. Thus when the present Gov-

ernment came to power in mid-1970, it was faced with the worst foreign ex-

change crisis since the war, and a potential internal financial situation

of similar gravity. On coming to power in May 1970 the new government under
Mrs. Bandaranaike articulated a number of political objectives, in particular
to redistribute income, reduce the cost of living and increase employment.
A variety of actions have been taken in pursuit of these objectives. These
include the restoration of the second measure of rice to the ration; the
extension of price controls to a growing list of manufactures ; the limitation
of the area of private sector industrial activity; progressive nationalization
of wholesale and foreign trade; and the formulation of an employment program.

16. Ceylon is faced with a situation where the total supply of goods
from overseas must be curtailed in the short-term and where, over the longer
term, the government must seek to achieve its economic objectives within a
more or less constant level of imports. If the economy is to continue to
invest so as to achieve growth of domestic production and employment, with
roughly stable prices, then the primary policy objectives must be to limit
the growth of consumer expenditures and td-increase public and private sais.)/
Total savings in Ceylon have fallen from almost 16 percent of GNP in 1961 to
about 12-1/2 percent in 1969, and, if preliminary estimates are accurate, to
under 11 percent in 1970. In the present political climate private savings

must be expected to decline. The weight of action therefore falls to the
government, which must increase savings by increasing its tax revenues re-
lative to its consumption.
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17. Seen against this background of the urgent need to increase public
savings, the 1970/71 budget is a disappointing document. Even the original
budget estimates show a fall in the surplus of revenues over current ex-
penditures from Rs. 161 million to Rs. 77 million. These earlier estimates
have been overtaken by events, however, which strongly suggest that this
budget will not only fail to provide a way out of the present difficulty, but
will in fact lead to further deterioration. A series of revisions to the
original budget estimate have had to be made for a variety of reasons, which
in sum represent a serious worsening of the budgetary situation even as com-
pared to the very unsatisfactory outturn last year. It is difficult to see
how the deficit could be significantly reduced without virtually eliminating
public investment.

18. In his budget speech, the Ninisternf inancQ talked of the govern-
ment's objectives. "It is committed", he said, "to maintain those social wel-
fare measures which are an integral part of our fabric and to take all such
steps as the situation demands to provide the necessities of life at reasonable
prices to the mass of our people. It is committed to a program of rapid
economic growth of sufficient magnitude to absorb a sizeable proportion of
the unemployed and to bring the solution of this problem within sight during
its term of office'. He added, "The magnitude of our development effort, the
rapidity with which we can"increase the production of these goods and services
upon which our general welfare depends and the speed at which we can effect
the transformation to socialistic forms are determined by the extent to which
we are willing to make a sacrifice now and the extent to which we are willing
to increase our productive work." Insofar as new directions have been set
these have not been towards growth. None of the measures taken so far can be
represented as a sacrifice of present consumption for future benefits. Coi-
sumption in 1970 grew at a faster rate than GNP and the prospects are lor a
similar divergence in 1971.

C. THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE CRISIS

19. Ceylon is presently facing the most severe external payments problem
since the war. At the beginning of the last decade, the country still held
US$100 million in official exchange assets, unencumbered by short-term liabili-
ties. By the end of 1970, these assets had shrunk to US$42 million, of which
more than half is either in bilateral balances that cannot be used readily or
in securities that have a market value considerably below book value and in
any event are pledged against borrowings. At the same time, US$67 million of
short-term debt was owed to commercial banks abroad and short-term trade credits
stood at about US$60 million. Outstanding drawings on the IM amounted to a
further US$88 million, making the Fund's holding of currency in Ceylon the
largest among its members in relation to quota.

20. The Central Bank's liquidity position is extremely weak. Its liquid
assets are below US$5 million. Among the various lines of credit with com-
mercial banks abroad, which during the previous two years had in effect served



as the Central Bank's working balances, little is left to be drawn. Altogether,
therefore, the Central Bank has less than US$10 million in liquid resources with
which to conduct the external finances of a country with an annual volume of
exchange payments in the order of $400 million. In the circumstances, even
small unexpected payments present problems; large ones can cause a major
crisis.

21. Looking ahead, one can only conclude that in 1971-Ceylon's external
payments difficulties will become more rather than less intense. Most agree-
ments with the commercial banks abroad expire in the first seven months of the
year; unless they are renewed, sizeable net repayments will have to be made in
the course of the year. In addition, short-term trade credits of US$60 million
will fall due, and the repayments of US$24.5 million will have to be made to the
IMF during the calendar year. Together, those obligations come to about US$150
million. Payments on trade credits presumably can be offset by new borrowing.
Under a new stand-by for US$24.5 million from the IMF, approved by the
IMF Board on March 17, Ceylonwill receive $19.5 million in 1971. However,
financingwill have to be found for nearly $70 million - an amount equivalent
to a fifth of a year's estimated earnings from merchandise exports and about
twice Ceylon's official external assets. It is obvious that Ceylon's external
financial position in 1971 will be unmanageable unless an accommodation is
reached with the creditors that would substantially reduce payments falling
due that year. The agreement with the IMF may well facilitate negotiations with
commercial banks abroad. It is understood that the Ceylonese authorities have
initiated discussions with some of the banks concerned to seek conversion of
short-term loans into medium-term ones (5-8 years).

22. Accommodation with all the short-term creditors would render more
manageable the task facing the authorities in avoiding a crisis. however,
it would still leave Ceylon in a critically weak liquidity position. There
is no question that the Central Bank's liquid assets must be increased. To
this end, an amount at least equivalent to this year's allocation in SDR's of
US$11 million should probably be set aside. In addition, the commercial banks
may well insist on Ceylon reducing its obligations to them somewhat - say, by
US$10 million. If, finally, Ceylon decided not to incur any net additions to
the short-term trade credits outstanding at the end of 1970, not movements in
short-term liabilities and assets would this year absorb nearly US$10 million
in exchange resources. This would be in contrast to Ceylon drawing on this source
to the extent of US$31 million in 1970 and US$58 million in 1969 for financing
merchandise imports.

23. There is no prospect of any significant increase in exchange earnings
in 1971. Judging by undisbursed commitments of external assistance in the
pipeline, disbursements this year are unlikely to exceed US$80 million - 1S$25
million in project aid and US$55 million in commodity aid. At this level, they
would exceed last year's receipts by about US$15 million. Unless it can be
increased by additional assistance, a balance of payments policy directed
towards rebuilding Ceylon's liquidity position will have grave consequences for
the amount of imports Ceylon can afford in 1971. Rough estimates suggest that,
with the resources in sight, merchandise imports this year will have to be kept
down to roughly US$375 million, US$30 million less than in 1970 and as much as
US$70 million below the level of 1969.
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24. The fact that at US$375 million imports would be at their lowest
level since the late 1950's underscores the sharpness of the conflict between

the need for improving the liquidity position, the import demand associated

with current levels of consumption and the import requirements of economic

growth with-which the Ceylonese authorities will have to struggle in 1971.

Clearly, the present liquidity crisis is merely the most glaring symptom of

a much deeper malady.

25. More than a decade after the prices of Ceylon's major exports

(tea, rubber and coconut) began to weaken and, consequently, total exchange

earnings first became stagnant and then declined, (about $370 million an-

nually between 1954 and 1965, against about $340 million for the period
1966-1970), Ceylon's imports, as is particularly evident in the continuing

dominance of food imports, still have the basic structural characteristics

of an export economy. Fundamentally, this situation reflects the inability

of successive Governments to reconcile the longer term needs of the economy

for structural adaption, through growth of domestic production, to the basic

change in the export position, with strong pressures for current consumption,

To effect such a reconciliation, within a level of imports Ceylon can afford'

and on terms that will dispel the prospect of long-term economic decline, is

the fundamental challenge facing the present Government. This task by itself

would have been a difficult one. As it is, it also has to deal with a
liquidity crisis that is not of its own making.

26. It is evident from the discussion thit at present a wide discrepancy

exists between the direction which Government economic policy appears to be

taking and that which it should he taking if Ceylon's economic affairs were to

be managed effectively in the current difficult situation. In the circum-

stances it is obviously not possible now to reach any substantive conclusions

about the prospects for economic and social development in Ceylon, except the

negative one that withoujt_a_ujor redirection of policy all indications point

to long-term economic decline. However, instead of dwelling on the dire con-

sequences of inaction on the part of the Government, it may be more appro-

priate briefly to summarize what appear to be the two criticALlements in

any effort to overcome Ceylon's severe difficulties and set it on the path

to economic improvement.

27. One such element is external agistance. There is no question of

the Government being aile to cope with the present difficulties on its own,
without continuing support from abroad on a substantial scale. Any appreciable
shortfall, for any length of time, in imports below US$400 million will threaten

to strain beyond tolerable limits the Government's capacity for curtailing

domestic consumption. Yet, without fresh commitments of aid, Ceylon's import

capacity will fall to about US$330 million in 1972 and thereafter level off

around US$300 million. Thus, it is essential that disbursements of aid be at

least maintained at their estimated level of US$80 million in 1971. Moreover,
they will have to continue at this level not just for a couple of years, but for

some time to come. These may seem large numbers for a country with a popula-

tion of 12-13 million and it will certainly be difficult to mobilize external
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assistance in such amounts, although it is a sobering thought that all the
aid Ceylon received during the past five years did not make for the loss of
exchange earnings that resulted largely from the decline in prices of its major
export products.

28. However, for all its easily demonstrable need for external
assistance, Ceylon would be unrealistic in expecting to obtain aid in amounts
anywhere near those mentioned/'Above, unless the Government establishes a
policy framework to support a structural transforation of the economy to
setting Ceylon on the path to development. The establishment of such a frame-
work is, therefore, an equally important element in a renewed effort to overcome
the structural difficulties of Ceylon's economy. Such a framework must provide
for strong emphasis on promoting rapiJ growth of agricultural production, while
industrial development, because of the large demands for imports associated with
it, must probably for the time being be kept to a minor role. It must point
the way to more efficient use of existing productive assets, particularly in
the public sector which will require, inter alia,"higher productivity of labor
and more effective management. Finally, it must enable the Government taur-
tail the growth of consumption, private and public together, to the point where
the major share in the additional income generated over the next several years
is channeled into savings and reductions in imports of consumer goods, in-
cluding food. Altogether, these various elements of a viable framework of
domestic economic policies amount to a formidable challenge to the perseverance
and ingenuity of the Government whose magnitude it is difficult to exaggerate.

29. If it were to meet this challenge, the Government would, in essence,
not only have to go back on its principal campaign pledge of improving the
standard of living of the masses, but would also have to break with the
country's long-standing tradition of the State subsidizing many essential con-
sumer goods and providing a wide array of free or heavily subsidized public
services. It is far from certain that it will be able to muster the will and
have the strength for carrying such a program through. In our concluding dis-
cussions, at the end of the economic mission last December, with the Prime
Minister, our analysis of the facts of the situation
was received with a good deal of disbelief, although officials generally agreed
with the position we were taking. We therefore sent a note summarizing our
findings and conclusions to the Government, preparatory to a further round of
discussions towards the end of February. During the second visit, it appeared
that in the intervening months realization of the difficulties in which Ceylon
found itself had grown, aided no doubt by the fact that shortages of essential
imported consumer goods had begun to appear in the market. However, there was
as yet no semblance of a plan for action, either with respect to this year's
exchange budget and import program or the Government budget, let alone a broad
strategy for development. Indeed, there was no indication that any of these
matters had come before the Cabinet. The Prime Minister, while recognizing the
need for action, gave no indication that she intends to press the matter, pos-
sibly because she is uncertain whether she will be able to carry with her the
left-wing elements in her coalition, including those of her own party. We im-
pressed upon the Government the need for their being able in broad terms to
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indicate to the Aid Group at their meeting at the end of April how they pro-
posed to extricate the economy from its current severe difficulties and to

present some evidence of concrete action, but it remains to be seen whether

any decisions will have been taken by that time.

D. THE BANK/IDA PLAN

30. For the time being, the role, which the Bank Group will be able

to play in Ceylon, must be regarded as quite uncertain. Most predominantly,
it will depend upon the evolution of the political situation in the country.

While the Government, as presently constituted, recognizes that circumstances
argue strongly for further collaboration with the Bank, some groups among

the coalition parties would like to see Ceylon cut its links with the western

world and with institutions like the Bank which has often been identified
with western capitalism. Should these take over the Government, the role of

the Bank Group would presumably dwindle to that of an unpopular creditor. On
the economic and financial front, much will depend upon the measures which the

Government will take to tackle the country's external and internal liquidy
crisis and to achieve some degree of development.

31. Last year's Country Program Paper commented that if a government
led by Mrs. Bandaranaike were to come to power, there would be a period of
confusion while officials tried to convince the new Ministers that Ceylon
has little room for maneuvre. This prediction has now come true. At present,
there is still a good deal of confusion and the process of education of the
new leaders is far from complete. Although the euphoria and flamboyant
attitudes of last summer have been replaced by a somewhat more sober posture,
no meaningful action has yet been taken. Appropriate fiscal and economic
policies still have to be devised.

32. Since last June we have had several rounds of discussions with
government officials and in this process opinions and attitudes toward the
Bank have changed somewhat. The mere fact that the Bank has been willing to
listen to objections to its three major projects, however justified or un-
justified they may have been, came to many as a surprise, as was the discovery
by some of the new officials that the Bank had also been critical of the previous
regime. In view of the divergent attitudes towards the Bank among the dif-
ferent partners in the coalition, however, the vaudeville episode of the let-
ters cancelling and then uncancelling our loans last July, may be repeated in
one form or another. Nonetheless it is hoped that some degree of improvement
will in the end be achieved. One of the Bank's objectives should therefore
be to keep in contact with Government to assist in devising sensible economic

policies, although given the magnitude of the problems, it is impossible to say
what the outcome of a continuing dialogue will be.

33. The second field in which the Bank should remain active is that of
the Aid Group which the Bank has shared since the Group was created in 1965.
Obviously the continuence of the Aid Group does not-depend upon the Bank but
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upon each of the participants and in this respect the initiative rests

primarily with Ceylon. So far, the major contributors have indicated that

provided Ceylon does not take further diplomatic initiatives embarrassing

to them, ceases threatening foreign interests and adopts policies aimed at

achieving a reasonable degree of growth, they would be prepared to continue

participating in the Aid Group. On the first two points there is of course

little, if anything, that the Bank can do, but with respect to economic

policy the Aid Group will be looking to the Bank for an objective appraisal
of the situation. In the absence of new policy initiatives, we are now

obviously not in a position to present a case for continuing assistance on
the basis of economic performance. Nevertheless, we propose to have the

Aid Group meet at the end of April, and expect that it will be responsive,
on the grounds that a suspension of assistance (which finances over 20
percent of Ceylon's imports) would plunge Ceylon into a crisis of disastrous

proportions and that for political reasons most members would probably want

to avoid the impression that creation of the Aid Group was solely the reward

for the election of a "friendly" Government.

34. The third area of importance is the Bank Group's own lending pro-
gram. Here, the first question is obviously: should the Bank Group lend at
all to Ceylon? Last year's Country Program Paper sounded a strong note of

caution particularly with regard to Ceylon's ability to continue borrowing

from the Bank. While the paper stressed that the bulk of assistance should

come from IDA, it argued that under certain optimistic assumptions, a sub-

stantial amount could still be borrowed from the Bank over the next five

years. It concluded, however, that if any of these assumptions did not prove

true, it would be necessary to scale down Bank lending. None of the optimistic

assumptions have become a reality, and many of the pessimistic ones Iave

become true. Today, Ceylon can no longer be regardd as creditworthy for new

Bank loans. Indeed, a certain reduction in the ank's exposure would be

desirable and in this respect the cancellations of the highway loan (569-CE)

of $4.9 million, of $4 million under the last power loan (636-CE), and of about

$1.2 million from the first DFCC loan (520-CE) are welcome. A further cancel-

lation of up to $7 million is expected from the second DFCC loan (63¼-CE).

Altogether, this will have the effect of reducing the Lank's present commitments

from $76.3 million to $59.2 million. Assuming no further Bank lending and
taking into account the pace of future disbursements and repayments, the Bank's

exposure which today amounts to $25.3 million will not exceed $¼5.h million

(by 19375).

35. Frosh Eank Group assistance will thus have to come entirely from
IDA. The cuestion here is uider what circumstances would we consider Ceylon

eligible for IDA financing. As explained earlier, unless the Government is

prepared to establish a policy framework designed to set Ceylon back on

the path of development, all indications point to eccnornic decline. in such

a situation, there would probably be no justificationc for lending both on

general performance gpimds and also because Ceylon would then most likely

not have any rupee resources to cover even a modest share of project costs.

On the other hand, if we were to make IDA lending contingent uPon the Govern-

ment having introduced the kind of comprehensive policy package which ideally

it should undertake to overcome the present difficulties, there would most
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likely be no IDA lending for the next several years. It is proposed that,
initially at least, we set the conditions for IDA lending considerably below
this ideal and indicate to the Governnent our willingness to lend when there
is evidence that the Government has faced up to the facts of the situation,
agreement has been reached within the Government on a broad strategy for
setting the- economy back on the path of development, and some significant con-
crete steps have been taken towards putting the strategy into effeet (for
example, formulation of a supplementary budget and of a realistic import pro-
gram that does not place the entire burden of adjustment on-investments In
our discussions in February, we urged the Government to take action along
those lines before the meeting of the Aid Grour at the end of April. It remains
to be seen whether they will do so.

36. Assuming we can continuz, lending, we should in present circumstances -
and taking among other things account of the fact that Bank Group net transfers
with Ceylon have been negative for several years - essentially look for projects
which would:

(a) lead to quick disburseients;

(b) finance essential items expected to be imported even
without financial assistance; and

(e) provide support for the required redirection of economic
activity and Government policies.

All this points towards serie form of program lending as the most suitable
action. The major problem is, however, that the Government's overall policies
might make it difficult to justify a program loan. Also, much of the Ald
Group assistance takes the "non-project" form and may thus pre-empt areas
which could otheerwis be considered for IDA assistance. On the other hand,
under crt ai circumstances it might be possible to devise sectoral loans
which wouiTld meot urgent requirements in Ceylon's development program..

37. The first sector to be rxplored is agriculture, Given Ceylon's
balance of payments situation, there is no doubt that high priority mist be
given to agriculture where there is still considerable ros.o for increasing
production for export as well as for import substitution. Bank Group lending
to Ceylon in the past few years has reflected this priority. In addition to
the Mahaweli projeet, two smaller projects, for irrigntion and land reclamation,
which were the results of an identification missio organized in 1966, are
now beineg carri ed out. In the years aliead, a good deal of attention will
have to be devoted to their supervision, which :ay lead to preparation of
further similar projets. iowever, we should no' look inte the possibili ty
of devisiog a scheme to iicrease prouction of export crops suck as rubber,
coconut , cashw, pepper, and/or csca. Such a program could have a quick
impact on Ceylon's foreirn exchange position and might well include financing
current inputs (such as fertilizer) over r given period of time. Sitilar
assistance may be possible in support of the Govenonent 's program to expand
production of rice and other foodstuffs to reduce inports. The difficuslty of
such a scheme is that wi5le we have some broad knowedge of Ceylon's require-
ments, it is not specific enough. T[hereflore as a furst step we are planning



to organize an identification mission, hopefully within the next few months,
in order to select elements that appear feasible and to outline whatever further
steps should be taken. Another sectoral credit could possibly be devised in
the field of transportation. For example, should the Government finally decide
to raise bus fares, especially in Colombo, so as to make its Transport Board a
viable enterprise, one could consider financing the modernization of Ceylon's
bus fleet for which the Government is annually spending substantial amounts of
foreign exchange to keep obsolete equipment running. Such a credit could also
possibly include some assistance for the railways' maintenance'and improvement
program, including track renewal. Here again, the first step will be to send
a mission to Ceylon to identify items suitable for financing.

38. Although these projects should be given high priority, their pre-
paration may run into difficulties and may turn out to be time consuming.
Consequently, preparation of the more conventional projects that are already
in the program will continue. This means essentially Education where much
work has already gone into project preparation since 1968. Last month a
UNESCO preparation mission, under the Cooperative Programme, visited Ceylon
to assist the Government in preparing a request for financing. This mission has now
Completed its task and an advance copy of the request was received a few days ago.
Appraisal is presently scheduled for mid-April. Because of the Government's

budgetary difficulty, there is a need to reduce the program which, as
proposed, is too large. The request will have to be considered carefully to
keep only elements which would have sufficient priority to warrant financing
now. This should be possible, particularly in such fields as agricultural,
technical, and vocational education. There is also a Highway project resulting
from the Government's intention to devise an alternative to the project
recently cancelled. With respect to Power, the Government had originally
hoped to use savings under Loan 636-CE to finance its transmission needs.
We understand that a request for financing is under preparation, which may be
suitable for IDA and/or bilateral financing.

39. In view of the above, the program outlined in Attachment I should
be regarded as notional. In present circumstances we shall first of all
endeavour to identify new projects which would meet the criteria in paragraph
36 while continuing preparation of those already identified. For planning
purposes, we propose to treat the next two fiscal years as a single period
and, while making all the necessary reservations, intend to inform the Govern-
ment rerresentatives at the time of the Aid Group meeting, that IDA would be
prepared to consider making credits totalling about $25 - $30 million over the
next two fiscal years and that in our opinion all attempts should be made to
have these channelled through sector-type operations. Assuming a favorable
answer, the missions mentioned above should be sent shortly thereafter to
identify the projects. Given the advanced stage of preparation of the education
project, the timing of the appraisal mission should, if at all possible, be
kept unchanged.
40. Regarding assistance beyond FY 73, the situation will have to be
kept under review and as it evolves specific proposals will be made. One
may expect, however, that agriculture and possibly industry will require
further assistance. Regarding Agriculture, arrangements are presently being
made - as suggested last year - to organize a sector mission to review Ceylon's
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longer-term prospects and needs. In reply to a request from ILO to parti-
cipate in a mission to be led by Professor Seers from March 25 through the
end of May to assist Ceylon in devising an employment strategy, the Bank
has agreed to make available two staff members to look into the industrial
sector. Although the report itself will be the responsibility of Professor
Seers, information collected during the mission might suggest ways for sub-
sequent Bank Group assistance.

South Asia Department

March 19, 1971
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CE Y L 0 N Attachment 2

INDICATORS OF DEVELOPMENT

Annual Average

I. ECONa1IC & STRUCTURAL INDICATORS Unit 1961-1965 1966-1969 1970-19761

1. GDP (in constant prices) % Change 3.6% 5.7% 4.8%
2. Manufacturing Output % Change 5.2% 6.8% 5.3%
3. Agricultural Output % Change 2.6% 4.6% 4.6%
I. Imports of Goods and NFS % Change -1.4% 8.4% 0.0%

5. Exports of Goods and NFS % Change 0.8% 0.7% 0.04
6. Domestic Price Level % Change 1.7% 3.8% 2%

1960 1965 1969 1975

7. Gross National Savings % GDP 11.4% 12.1% 13.2% 12.f-)
h. Resource Gap % GDP 3.0% -0.4% 5.9% 1 .7%
9. Net Factor Payments Abroad % GDP 0.3% 0.5% 0.0% 09'

10. Gross Domestic Investment % GDP 14.6% 12.5% 19.0 15.41
11. Debt Service Fxr- 2.0% 8.5%
12. Central Govt. Current Revenue 4 GDP 20.7% 24.3% 23.4%a/

1. Central Govt. Current Surplus
(Deficit) G GDP 0.3% 1.0% 1.2%a/

l4. Public Exp. on Social Services GDP 7.1% 7.0% 6.5/
15. Military Expenditure 4 GDP 0.9% 0.8% 0.7%a/
1. Manufacturing Output b/ 4 GDP 11.2% 12.2% 11.7f 12.0%

17. Energy Consumption MW 1965:89; 1970:175 c/; 1974:274 c/
16. Fertilizer Consumption '000 tons 1965:388.8; 1968:6170

II. SOCIAL INDI.ATORS 1950 1960 196$ 1969

19. Population Growth Rate % 3.2% 2.7% 2.5% 2.5"1c/
20. Urban Population Growth Rate 4 2.6% (Average 1960-1966)c/
21. Birto Rate Per 1,000 pop1n. 40.8 36.0 33.2 31.7a/
22. Family Planning Acceptors '000s. 1968:64; 1969:60
23. Income of: Hi-hest quintile % total income 1963:50.3%; 1969:5.2"
28. : Lowest quintile % total income 1963:10.7%; 1969:9.W%
2 . School enrollment:

Primary & Secondary % school-age popln. 68.0 80.0%

2". LiLeracy rate % adult population 63.0%
27. UnempVoyment, rate % labor force 1968:10.71,
2b. Population per hospital oed Number

a/ Provisional.
/ As percent of GDP at Current Factor Cost Prices.

c/ Estimate.
J/ Estimates represent targets which might be achieved South Asia Department

within the assumed constraints of no growth of March 12, 1971
exports and imports.



South Asia Department
October 1b, 1971

CE'LONOJ IS EDi -TE PI-AN: 197? 1976

1. Ceylon's econonie dif fiuilties, due in large part to fallin r- ord
prices for the coutrys mo -,eort,s, have b-e greatyd

wich ha ve rons istntly< v susidized,~4-y consumptiLon - includ ingr in particula thel:

consumption of imported noods, surh as rice - at the ex-ense of inv'Žt-nt.
The ecoom has gro'n at an av ert oC well beno7 h nercent since 190;
income pfe head of C ylon's growing population bas risen br about 1 percent
annual,. yre than 13 prrceit of the total labor force, and about 90 percen
of those in the age group 15-29, are estimated to be openly unemiployed. This
is the long-ter, backeound to the draft five-year plan and to the budget
propovals for 1972 al_o being considered new.

2. The Plan imphsizes that there is no hope of preventing unemployxent
from rising furthrc unless conomic growth is sharply accelerated. It arges
that for this reason the groth target should be not less than 5.8 percent,
which is ambitious in relation to past achLievemnts. 'If tb- bclKog of on-
empoloyent is to be prerented from increas i r dring the Plan p eriod - and at
around 13 percent of the labor force today, this hadi demonstrably created c ute
socio-economic tensions - it is vital that every effort be made to ensure tbc
achi1vu nt of the 5.8 percent rate 01 ec no--ic groth."' 1/ it,hort guestion,
achleve:rnt of ti`s object-ive will require i tlee indou effort on the part of
the country as a whole and major adjustents of Goverrunent policy.

3. This effort finds its most direct expression in the Plan's assessment
that as "a conse"raive minimu etimate of the task that renuires to be completed
during the plan period Rs. 14 billion must be invested - 5 percent more
than during the preceding five ys- . Invest.ent_on tbc scale eurediJ
clearly be iujossibie of achieve2-:et unless the distribution of' Yylon's ineo
be tween consm-pti1on and investment is cnged1 substantially. Such re-distribution
must be achieved essenti alily through the Žroverrt-en budget and thet import

budget, and the basis nust be laid in 197?.

. In pr'oceeding to teacle a tas of tits matude , it appars ese ntial
that throse responsible for the conduut of Cc-ion_ afair- hould elenrly re-
cognize the major implications of the proposcd Plan:

First, soe adiustmiets in nollc are- being fored on the Gov:rmat in
any event because the reent accumulation of (bort-ters foreign
creciti tt contu-, and becauce the co- t of th, insurgency -nt -es
paid for .Test measures ill b req: d no , ? 1rnly Lo brin dJyla n
tot al expJnditures; moe nearl into line with it s in-o: nd, if ta rn
in such a way an to prctet inv:es--nt,Jud sip prevent Va furth-

de tri_oration, hut i(?ld not by thmcelv's brin about the re-
distribution of outlays nec,ss~r for e 1- M- ent o thi 5nts

ob)

1/ All qiotationsare frot tbc- Pl-n docun.t



SBeond th,vre is an essntjil diffärnce etwen theo effct of
measures tki'n to bring total out1as of the econony into line with

it income, hil proSMcn i00nvc' Mp n and those clled for to 1upott1
an emllro>en4t-- mone dve loe n fl pr1o . T' former involve a
real sacrifico. Inxcont'ast, tt er is talntamount to a re-dtLri-
bation of exp-niturL and icomevin ar of those pre e-tly unemp oyd.
Thar, the 1ate eaus shoul by 1 nd laratge, leave tho selfa
of familiet hing nsplayed martbr: uanged. , t tbc samel. ti,
society as a sht ole shol be i ~ Iter of, a any employmcnt-oie *i
develoMernt program, if well direc td, shul d lead to inreas-e in
total poduction.

Third, to be visibly effect,ive in providing additLional aloynnent at
in stIulating produlcton, the around shiftSd from consunption to
investmen t must be 1 a e a n Palnal shift is not likely to provide
the icimts necossary. According to the lan, the shift in the budt'w
should bo no loss tha Is. 00 million in 1972, and this must be
supported by curtailirg import of conern goods.

Fourth, in adopting the apreoach pot fv'.r in the Plan, the Govern-
mant assuaes a very larg responsibii't. Fr it muS sure tha the
money taken away from urrant conl s :t,ian is sp.t ef[etivoly on
improvin theo condi tons of te unpi loed and of the Ieconoy as
a whole.

To elaboraite:

5. The Plan "involves a domestic savlnc: effort that is rather larr,r
than the country ha shain itself ca al e of in the past . The Plan cpy'ro
and this vie i sh a red by tho Bank sta- -s tha tho addi Mtional as shou 1d
be raised tmroush the ku M-at 1 r eans of n U taa00 or reduce curnt ep it 
'onsidirig iyn M resen high ta rtL, rJuli ons n cmr-en 'pæditur

will preuI b have,o1ovid the bm of tais inereas= in sangs Tíinly,1
booinr''ld «rly shi t trsours from pr- int to Uv pubä lartor, and

would not contribute to financing thn nio d in l 'eas in total invesment.
Tho Plan has calculated that, n order for th PJan to sand a ehanse of being
successful, the 197 budget must generao an a ditio of' ts. 001 1lsioni to tbc

cuiren surjniu. In othIr pords, it mur I povi C kr ne- taxation (not iludAn7
the norma inr se t of revenu as rom exis tin- ta i ) and re-uctios in current 
expunditure belro their norml grow1h, totalling at leaut s. 500 million in
1972.

6. To seoure the externrl rasouces naded for interm diate and
captal oods ise pArts, i rortS M Lo1 d 11thr COnu v? ;;ogda bsthe

reducet>d by hö parae;'t beo Lheir 1 970 l>evel', anod e.>pori: ernir,;; sould]
harv to aboui 3.8 per'ent armall, in. "h1p I cts ih r t hr
stey ducln h 19 SS. in

daSlin in She r S ' W S 'lylon's m jor enorin, draa lically ininative
and SuCCe"ssni n policis woud ha rsquirad to acitve this t rget. Teo

Plan does not inb. uhat Itr polirie might be. In 'a0t, irl a ý or
effort must claCrr bd mad, it is di ffirute to be op1 itia ab ot full uccnss
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on this,front; r7 the Plan itself ses it, additional recourse to aid will
probably be nered to offset th= likely Shortfall of export earnings from their
target. This mas it all the more important rapidly to reduce cono1nption
iports at leat by the i0 Iereeint Plan target rat . There is clearly a noed
for scii me7 iasures to s+t0 i e e nxr ts ad import-substitution; ht most
of tho burden of Oeurn t exteral rpsource: needed also falls on i asures
designed to coraes cnsnuti nS; ulpimately, on th achievement of a real
hudget surplus, as disnssed in paragraph 5.

7. Generation of sufficient external and internaSl resources is a nec:ssary,
hut not a sufficient condition of deveilopent. The resowures must also be put
to good use. The setoral volnus of the Mlan da not apel out the investment
strategy intenied to be followed. HIowever, the iovernment has requested the
ILO to organize a study and make reco uad ations for imroving the emOplet
situation. Th. IL issoun, headed by Pr-of. DudlC jeer$, have nov suMSitted
their reeounendations to the Governmet. These amount to a uo:nrehensive Stra-

tu geared to reducing unapla.pan_t s fOst as practicable. They take full
account of the work of the Mlnnin inistry, and of Government priorities in
general, and fit well within the overall fraisrk of the Plan. PreosHuly,
the Government will wish to take these IeommendatiOns carefully inte accunt in
evolving the comlrehenrive and coniStent dev aloent strategy it so urgently
need s.



South Asia Department

October Il, 1971

CAPTAL REPYT7ENTS AND) IfTST PAYMNTS, 197 -72
(In US $ million )

971 1972

CaPit'ln]

23.h 37.0

0fficial Loans 15.9 19.0

Of Vlich Bank/IDA (1.9) (2.3)

Suppli 's Creit 11.J 12.1

Bn r6.1 10.1

Shrt-Terr. Credits _5 -9 65.5

Total ]]2.7 173.7

O iJl oas 8.5 9.5

O< iLd h 3a/D (i1.6 ) (2.8)

un-i ors Credi 2.9 3.5

B~ r~r.2 h~S>1.83.4

a nk Borrd ngs 4.6 6.5

h -66d6
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERN AT(I)ON ALDBANK FOR I N TERN ATPI ON A L I FW NAN CE
ASL 'CIAT10N NSTRUCTI N AN DEVELOPMENT COR ORAT 0

OFFICE MEMORANDUM WNT, L3 AL
TO Records DATE:

31 , Februar.,- 15, 1972

FROM: J.-D. Ro t

SUBJECT: Ceylon i,lr. i ieetin r with Dr. H. A. de 3w-iasekera,''
Sec2etary, Kii-iistry c f -Plannin, and Tii)1Lj ient

1 . Ln De4,ober 22, 1972, 1, r. McNamara met in Ceylon with Dr. H. A. de
S. GU,LaEei ,--ra, Secretary, T,!inistry of Planning and &ployment. Also present
were Hr. ( cdfrey GhLaa[- -Ilake, -Director, Plan Implementation Division,
Mini-3bry of Planning and &qjlr -iaent, on the Ceylonese side and for the
3.ank Mesors. Cargill, Clark, Blobel, Ljungh and YrWself.

2. Dr. Guiiaqekera who, aF Sccretnry to the of Planning and
Eknployafteii',., was the pei-son res Y)--is--'Lole for the prapanltion of the recent
Five-Yaa , t'ian, be6a;i by -:ui outline of the rlaj,,r features of the
Plan. H,. added that c-ne of the major questions now was how resources
could be found to meet the Plan targets. As everyone the Goven iA ienit
qad in its last made, a number of proposals but in t e face of strcta,,
opposition from bacicbencliers in Parliarient., had beea compelled tc witnd--, w
several of them. In reply to a by Mr. that he was puzzled
that a Govern Tient ir dlcated to imp2oving the condi-,Lon of its people had
been forc, ,l tc wibhd-aw the very measures desi,-,ned i o bring abc,111t develop-
:,,-iea",, Dr. =isekeru said that in his opinion this showed a la IC T 0 f

un,ierstandin,g of Ceylon's economic problems by politicians. of
Parliament, he said, believed that they could not allow any cuts in 'the
currea , standard of living of Ceylon's population and expected to solve the
resoarQes problem by getting sacrifices from those only wh, , in their view,
couli afford them even 'though it was obvious that even if all "haves" were
to J-Ia 7e sacrifices, this would still be far fro-i-a sufficiei -.. The privileges
of the few were politically unacceptable and there was therefore a need for
coi-ip:,&jiLi ses by combini-ng measures requiring sacrifices from the masses wiLli
ozha-r ma; L,3ares demonstrating the Gnverruaentls determined intention to carry

its electoral promises. As exampleo of these, Dr. Gunasekera mentioned
action on nationalization as well as the introduction of the I d reform
program that would include a ceiling on land ownershil). Dr. unasekera
felt, however, that the need for early action on the fiscal side was now
recognized and lie was hopeful that this would be done shortly.

3. Dr. GuniseJ-ra thought, however, that if the need for revenue-
producing measures was recognizei, time would stL11 be needed to get general
oup2o7t for the Plan. in thi.- respec-t, 111r. McNa-qara pointed out that
Tac,bilization of the resources 2e juired to impla ipaat the Plan -; -,-Lld seem to
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require a change in Ceylon's consumption/production pattern of the order
of 5-10;. This would undoubtedly be a difficult adaptation to make.
Dr. Gunasekera thought that this could be achieved in about two years. In
reply to a question by Mr. McNamara regarding areas in which the Governent
expected to achieve a reduction in consumption, Dr. Gunasekera said that
the major effort would have to be directed at the rice ration. Calculations
had been made that should the first measure of 2 lbs. be sold at a price of
25 cents instead of being given free, this would produce a relief of about
Rs. 150 million for the budget. On the other hand, he felt that a reduction
in wheat consumption might be very difficult to bring about since the
population had now become used to eating bread.

4. Turning to the question of savings. Dr. Gunasekera stated that to
meet the requirements of the Plan, total savings would have to rise from a
current level of 12.5% of GDP to 17% of GDP. This, he recognized, was a
considerable increase when compared to past perforuance. On the Government's
side, a substantial amount (over -Ls. 1100 million over the total Plan
period) was expected to come from surpluses on current accounts, and over
cs. 900 million from contributions by public corporations. Programs were
being devised to increase the productivity of these corporations. These
included improvement in management. Part of the increase was expected to
be achieved by expanding output, but in this respect the availability of
raw materials was a serious constraint. Compared to 1968/69, the allocation
of raw materials had been cut by about 40a the last year.

5. Dr. Gunasekera recognized that a substantial part of the invest-
ments contemplated in the Plan would have to be financed with private savings,
and in this respect he referred to the creation of the National Savings Bank
and to the Government's plan to launch a savings drive in rural areas.
Investments in housing represented a substantial part of total investments
and the Government was currently considering measures to stimulate housing
construction. These would include the creation of a national building
corporation as well as the development of plans for low cost housing and the
adoption of policies for hire-purchase of houses.

0. Mr. McNamara then broached the question of the balance of payments.
Dr. Gunasekera stated that an important problem was that of refunding
Ceylon's short-term debt. Last year the Government had some success in
extending the repayment period for some of its debt. No further talks with
creditors had been held. Mr. McNamara observed that, generally speaking,
creditors' willingness to consider rescheduling was contingent on there
being a comprehensive program for improving the balance of payments position
into which debt rescheduling would fit as a means of providing relief.

7. Dr. Gunasekera pointed out that the Government expected to reduce
its food import bill by making vigorous efforts to increase local production,
mainly for paddy. This would require more intensive cultivation, the opening
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up of new land, the use of new strains as well as improvements in extension
services (in this respect he pointed out that the ratio of extension
officers to population was 1:5,000 in general as against 1:500 in coloniza-
tion schemes). Progress would also be accelerated by irrigating new lands
in Ceylon's dry zone. In this respect Dr. Gunasekera pointed out that the
Five-Year Plan contemplated the opening up of 200,000 acres. This included
the second stage of the Mahaweli Project, the justification of which had
been questioned by some experts including Bank staff members. He personally
did not share these doubts and stressed the need for proceeding with the
project as planned in 1974.

8. Turning to foreign assistance, Dr. Gunasekera explained that
Ceylon was hoping to receive about Rs. 600 million (about $100 million
equivalent) from all sources in 1972, of which Rs. 450 million for commo-
dity and Rs. 150 million for project aid. It was pointed out that commodity
assistance had in the past been provided exclusively by Aid Group members
and that given past trends, the amount of 4s. 450 million was on the high
side. With respect to the Aid Group, Mr. McNamara pointed out that at the
previous meeting, members had stressed the need for the Government to take
action to put the economy back on the path of development, and said that
Ceylon's actual performance had come as a great disappointment. Indeed the
recent setback suffered by the Government in Parliament had come to many
as a shock. In reply to a question, Dr. Gunasekera said that Ceylon had
not approached China for a loan similar to that made last year and felt
doubtful that China would be prepared to repeat this action. In general
terms, Dr. Gunasekera noted out that certain groups in Ceylon were hoping
that assistance from China and other Eastern countries would replace
assistance from the West, but Eastern assistance so far had remained very
limited.

JDRoulet:dp/myc

cc: Messrs. McNiamara, Knapp, Cargill, Votaw, Pelmoth, Blobel, Baneth,
Cleveland.
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I NTFRNAT I I 'IAL DEVELOPMEN'T INTERNA114)NAl- F`,'o ;_:R INTERNM'IONAL FINANCE
RECONSTRIlICTION AND 1 CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM CONFIDENTIAL

TO Records DATE: February 15, 1972

FROM: j.-D.

SUBJECTi CeyloftrMr. McNamara's meeting with Mr. Maithripq]a Senanayake,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Irrigation,
Power and Highways

1. On January 22, 1.972 Mr. McNamara met in Ceylon with Mr.
Maithripala Senanayake, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Irrigation,Power and Highways. Also present for the Bank were Messrs. Cargill,Clark, Blobel, LjDngh and myself.

2. In reply to Minister Senanayake's words of welcome, Mr. McNamara
said how pleased he was for this opportunity to visit Colombo, and that
he hoped that despite the limited time available, he would be able to
broaden his understanding of Ceylon's rUfficulties. Referring to the
recent setback suffered by Government at the hand of Parliament on the
budget proposals for 1971/72, he asked Minister Senanayake how one could
explain that a Government so dedicated to improving the condition of its
people had been forced to withdraw some of the very measures aimed at
bringing about economic development in the country. Minister Senanayake
candidly admitted that the answer was to be found in Ceylon and that
politicians were probably partly responsible. Over the years, he said,
Ceylon had become used to various welfare measures and there was in the
country a considerable resistance against reducing any of them, although
it was obvious that the country could not afford them all.

3. During the last election campaign, promises had been made on the
strength of which many new members of Parliament - about one-third in the
Coalition's main party - had been elected. People now expected these
promises to be fulfilled and unless they could see that progress was being
made, discontent would continue to increase. Minister Senanayake felt
that the key to the solution was to go directly to the people. If practical
steps could be introduced that could be appreciated directly by the people,
they would, he felt, go a-long with other measures requiring sacrifices.
Fiscal measures, for example, would, in his opinion, be acceptable but onlytogether with other measures such as the proposed land reform program. Toit closer contact with the population, he had wit n his own Ministry
-undertaken a reorganization program to ensure that actual needs were being
taken into account in the planning and carrying out of civil works. Abasic feature of this program was the creation of engineering units to godirectly to villages and ascertain what the people wanted to be done. Theinsurrection of last April had, of course., slowed down this reorganization.,but good progress was now being made.
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4. Another problem besetting Ceylon was, in Minister Senanayake's
opinion, that while export earnings had gone down, the cost of imports
had increased. This had resulted in price increases in import commodities
which, together with shortages, had contributed to general dissatisfaction.
In Minister Senanayake's opinion, vigorous efforts were needed to increase
local production in substitution for imports. This also would require
far-reaching reorganization and complementary works such as, for example,
the construction of roads to ensure that the farmers' products could be
brought to the markets. Minister Senanayake added that in order to keep
prices down, the Government was planning to assume the distribution function,
particularly with respect to paddy, thereby by-passing the middle man, and
he described the Government's plans to improve the organization of the
cooperatives. In reply to a comment by Mr. McNamara that Ceylon, a country
with a very favourable climate, was forced to import about h0% of its food
requirements, Minister Senanayake recognized that consumption of certain
items would have to be reduced. The items he particularly had in mind were
sugar (in this connection he noted that the recent increase in the ration
from 2 to 3 lbs. following Parliamentary opposition to the budgetary
measures, had accomplished nothing since the third pound was generally sold
back on the black market), potatoes, the import of which had been banned
by Government, and textiles for which he thought the creation of a national
board might be desirable. In addition, Minister Senanayake recognized that
exports would have to be increased and in this connection mentioned the
recent White Paper on investments issued by Government as well as plans to
create a free industrial zone in Trincomalee.

5. Turning to the unemployment problem, Minister Senanayake expressed
the view that inadequate employment policies had created much frustration.
In his opinion a reorganization effort was required to allow people to have
their say in how jobs should be allocated.

6. Another field in which Minister Senanayake thought decentralization
should be introduced was that of budget preparation. In his opinion while
the Government should keep responsibility for making sectoral and geographical
allocations, actual appropriations within these limits could be determined
locally. Thus, for example, for civil works villagers could decide, within
a given amount, if they wanted roads or irrigation works etc. Such a formula,
he thought, would be very popular and could enable Government to rally support
from many backbenchers.

7. Mr. McNamara stressed that the Bank and the Aid Group were willing
to help Ceylon, but that there was a need for evidence of economic develop-
ment. In this context the events of November had come as a shock. Minister
Senanayake related these to the April insurgency and to the fear of back-
benchers, some of whom had not yet dared to return to their constituencies,
that an additional burden placed on the masses would create new unrest.

JDRoulet:dp

cc: Messrs. McNamara, Knapp, Cargill, Votaw, Melmoth,
Blobel, Baneth, Cleveland
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Records DATE February 25, 1972

,J
ill

FROM: J-D. Rou t

X _,_
SIJBJECT CEYLON'- Mr. McNamara's Meeting with Mr. Hart Schaaf,

United Nations Resident Representative

1. Gn January 23, 1972 Mr. McNamara met briefly with Mr. Hart Schaaf,

UNDP Resident Representative for Ceylon. Also in attendance for the

Bank were Mr. Cargill and Mr. Blobel.

2. Mr. Schaaf outlined the general situation in Ceylon as he saw it.

In his opinion the Government now realized the seriousness of the foreign

exchange position. In addition the ins-urgency of last April had come

as a real shock. For these reasons he had thought for a while that the

Government would be receptive to advice as to what to do to bring the

economy back on the road to development but citing the delays in announcing

the Five Year Plan and the subsequent Government defeat on its budgetary

proposals he was now much less optimistic.

3. Turning to Ceylon's technical assistance needs, he said that the

UNDP had recently prepared a Five Year Program totaling about$15 million

but had so far received little active support by Government in attempting

to identify critical areas where UNDP assistance might be most useful.

Included in the program were three projects (rice milling, Colombo town

planning and skip-jack fishing) and he hoped that the Bank could act as

executing agency for anyone or preferably all of them. Mr. McNamara

undertook to have him apprised of the Bank s decision within about a week.*

cc; Messrs. McNamara, Cargill/Votaw, Melmoth, Blobel/Baneth, Cleveland & Riley

-r, This was done by cable and letter on January 26, stating that the rice

milling and town planning projects had already been approved with FAO and

the United Nations, respectively, appointed as executing agencies, and the

request for the skip-jack fishing project proposed to retain FAO as

executing agency. By letter of February 3, Mr. Schaaf asked the Bank

to consider replacing FAO in that function. The matter was reconsidered

but in view of the arrangements whereby the Bank 'usually does ri )t carry out

feasibility studies and in this case in particular of FAOIs expertise in

this field, there would be no advantages in making such a cHanre. A

letter is being prepared informing Mr. Schaaf.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: FLE DATE: February 8, 1972

20ONFI DNTIAL
FROM: Manfred G. lobel

SUBJECT: Me[L0f1: Mr eaar'-leig with týhe 'rim.e Minister-

1. On January 23, 1977, Mr. McNamara met with the Prime Minister of Ceylon,
M r. lirimavo Bandaranaike. Also r esent were, en the Zceylonese side, ur. .Ai. de

jt.IIunasea and Mr.- jr Godr Gooney tlekeoand,for th ue Bankf r.Cril n

2. b. McNamara said that in his eetings with Ministers and offinials tne

prev iu day bhe had gai ned ch grueater understanding of the economri' difficul ties
besetting Ceylon and he was deeply perturbed. It seemed that the sho"tage of foreign
exchange was forsing Ceylon to live with imoports totally inadequate to sustain economic
activity at a reasonable level and to meet the needs of development. Savings wre
very low and, unless it was possible to raise them substantially, the rant of re-
sources available for investiment would fall far short of the Government's targets
which he understood to be the minimum required for meeting the country's social
and econom problems. It was in this context that he was greatly shoeled when
he learned in early November that opposition in Parlianent had orced the Governnent
to withdraw ai. substantial part of~ the fiscal measures it had proposed in the budget
for 1971/72. He was pauzled why the Prime Minister's Government, whih was obviously
dedicated to the welfare of the people, should have run into such difficulties in
obtaining support for its proposals.

3. The PMl said that she recognized the urgent need for action en the 5 iscal
front hut explained that the insurgency that broke out last April had dissuaded
her from naking a firm stand. She noted that some insurgent activity was continuing
in the North Central Province. She emphasized that the 'overnnnt had been able in
Anril to deal with the insargency as expetiously s it did only because it had
the overwhelming support of the people. Strong fiscal measures designed to curtai
mass consumption in her mind held the danger of alienating the masses and driving them
into the arms of the insurgents.

Mr. McNamara remarked that what the PM had just sai in his view summed an
the dilemma the Government was facing. While prompt action on the fiscal front might
lose the government support now, failure to act would undoutedly sharply aggravat5
an already very difficult situation and thus nean courting disaster in the very
ne ar fuiture.

5. The PM explained that in her view a demonstration b- the Government of its
earnetness about social reforn would ereate a slimate in wh;ih the public woulid
be prep`ared to accept fisca action. The Government had therefore decided to proceed
with iegirla,tion imposing a cilinon n individual holdings of agricultural land:
cept, an resnect of tea and rubber plantations. he expected that suh a Bill



could ho introduced in Parliament in early Thbruary and wa confident that soon
thereafter the Government would be able to submit its oronosal for fiscal imroveiment.

Hocweve, , she booed that the outside world would sho understandin7 of the difficulties
which the Government faced in attempting, in a democratic framework, to tAk measures
that would curtail mass consumtion.

. Mr. Mcln am- asured the VT that these diffiulties were well unders'nod rld

it was for he 7urpose o" finding out how :the Bank:, As a lender for develoent,
and as a Chairman of the kid 3roup could help Ceylon cope with its difficult - -blaes,
that he had cone to visit eylon. However, he also had to point out that the Bank
was -ncerned with development and, therefore, ouldi find it difficult to hln hre
the prospoct Ws- that its assistance would nerely put off an acute econom'c c0isis
for a littl while, rther than suppurt develoent. Bilateral lenders, who e
mie-bers of the Ai roup, aced similar constraints. He apcpealed to the PM to use
nor proven cualities of leadership in an effort to ain popular support for the kind
of action required to put Ceylon back on the course on development and thereby to
provide the context in which the outside world could efectively help.

7. The i drew attention to the hoavy debt service obligations with which
Ceylon had to cope over the next few years. These further complicated a very diffi-
cult situation. Vylon needed some breathin- space, and she -nquircd whether it
might be Rossih to arrange for some relief.

S. r. 4eNaiara replied that what he had said about aid also anplied to debt
relief. As far as he could judge, Ceylon's credito-s would be very reluctant to
aPree to provide relief unless they were satisfied that by defereing service payments

they were in fact making it easier for Ceylon to meet its obligations. At present
and in the absence of action by the Government creditors would be inclined to fear

that ylon's ability to service the debt would deteriorate rather than improve with
the pcf time. However, if the Government provided the right context he was

conOdent that creditors would he prenaed to do what they could to help Ceylon.

cc: Messrs. Mcaara

Knapp
I ar gill
Vo taw'
Melmoth
Baneth
Roulet
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TCI Mr. McNamara DATE: April 3, 1972

FROM" I.P.M. Cargill

SUBJECT: _elon: MeetiEg with Ambassador Neville Kanakaratne

1. The Ambassador of Ceylon., Mr. Neville Kanakaratne, has an
appointment to see you tonight at,5-". The main point he will want
to raise conuerns the Ceylon Aid Group that had originally been tenta-
tively scheduled to meet at the end of April.

2. Little action has been taken by the Government since your visit
last January. What has been done, in fiscal and :Lmport policy, would
in any event have been far from sufficient to put the economy back on
the path of development. As it turned out, prices of major imports
have since increased considerably, and as a result of a continuing drought,
a large increase in iniports of rice will be required. Consequently,
prospects are Dow somewhat worse than they were in January.

3. On the occasion of the Pakistan Consortium meeting about three
weeks ago, I had informal discussions -with members of the Geylon Aid Group
to ascertain their views about the desirability of having a ineeting in
present circumstances. The general response was that, before passing
judgment on this, they would want to see the econoaic report. The report
is now about to be printed in final form and should be di5tributed some
time next week. Shortly thereafter, I intend to ask Aid Gro-up members
whether they want to have a meeting. If the major Aid Group members are
prepared to participate, I suggest that we go along, ensuring, however,
that the Government of Ceylon is fully aware of the risk it is taking in
having a meeting that may not lead to fresh commitments of aid. In any
event, the meeting could not be held before mid-May in order to give
participants enough time to study the economic report.

cc: Mr. Cargill
Mr. Votaw

Mr. Cleveland



BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Mr. Neville Kanakaratne, Ceylon's Ambassador to the
U.S.A., was educated at the University of Cambridge and is a Barrister-
at-Law (Middle Temple, London). Born in 1923, he joined the Public
Service in 1951 as Crown Counsel in the Department of the Attorney-
General of Ceylon. In 1957-1961, he was the First Secretary and Legal
Adviser to the Permanent Mission of Ceylon to the United Nations. In
1961, he joined the United Nations Secretariat on personal invitation
of the late Secretary-General, Dag Hammarskjold,and served as Legal
Adviser to the Secretary-General's Special Representatives in Congo,
Gaza and Cyprus. In 1967, he became Minister (Economic Affairs) of
Ceylon's High Commission in London where he remained until his appoint-
ment as Ambassador to the United States in August, 1970.
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OFFICE MEMORAIN41DUM
TO tte co rds DATE: September 27, 1972

FROM: J.-D. RouZet

SUBJECT: Sri L ka: Meeting of Annual MeetiEK beiegation with Mr. XoNalaaroL

i. The delegation of Sri Lanka consisting of Dr. N.M. Perera,
Minister of FInance, N. Kanakaratne, Ambassador to the United States,
G. Cooray, Secretary, Ministrj of' Pinance, H.E. Tennekoon, Governor
of the Central Bank, N. Kappagoda, Director, External Resources
Division, Ministry of Planning and Employment, L. Jayawardena, Director,
Perspective Planning Division, Ministry of Planning ana ikaployment, and
S. de Alwis, Counsellor, 4fibassy of Ceylon, met -with Air. 1,.(-,Namara at
9 a.m. on September 26, 19T2. Also present were Messrs. Cargill, Votaw,
Cleveland, Rouiet and Shibusawa.

2. Dr. Perera explained that the Cabinet had now reached a consensus
on the long-awaited package of measures designed to increase Government
revenues. At the core was the elixiination oi' the free rice ration of
2 lbs. per per5on. To soften the blow, the Government proposed to
introduce a sciiemp: of family allowances of Rs. 40 a year per family member.
This allowance which would take the form of interest bearing certificates
would not be extended to income tax payers, nor to new entrants (which
means that it would be eliminated gradually). In addition, the Govern-
ment proposed to increase the price- of flour by Rs. 0.05 per lb. and to
su I 0 ect all imports, other than rice, flour, fertilizer, drugs anci inflant
fcou to the surrender of foreign exchange entitlement certificates
(FEECs). These measures taken together should, according to Dr. Perera,
yield additional revcm)cs to the tune of Rs. 3'5>0 million and enable Govern-
ment to equilibrate its , urrent account. In reply to a question, Dr.
Ferera said that he e., pected to include these measures in the 1973 budget
scheduled to be prese-ted on November 2. He added that Government had
made a substantial public relations effort --ad that, in particular, these
proposals had been discussed with the bac kbenchers wno last year had
forced Government to withdraw a number of bi aget3rj pro .osals. As a result,
Goverment was confident that the propo5e(d measures would be accepted.

3. Dr. Perera stressed that Government was determined to reduce fooa
imports and that, in particular, Sri Lanka was expected to reach self-
sufficiency in rice by 1974. In reply to questions by Mr. the
delegation stated that the target originally set in the Plan -was 1976,
but that the date had since then been advanced. The Prime !Inister had
already announced that no imports of rice would be allowed after 1974.
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Present imports of rice aounted to about 2>0,000 tons, as against total
production of about 1.1 nillion tons. To reach self-sufficiency would
tis mean an increase of 20 - 25, out the delegation noted that substan-
tial progress had been made with new strains, that farmers' response had
been positive, and that steps were being taken to improve tne aistrioution
of inputs such as fertilizer. Mr. McNamara coiuentea that to aim at
reaching self-sufficiency by 197k was an ambitious target. Mr. Cargill,
while ioting Dri Lanka's gooc record with respect to research and extension
services, pointed out that for the time being Sri Lanka still oepended
very much on n-onsoon rains. On this latter point Ar. Kappagoda pointed
out that despite the severe drought experienced earlier this year, pandy
production that had been expected to drop drastically managea to come back
to the original target.

h. In reply to a question by Hr. McNamara, the delegation said that
total food imports were currently at a level of about Es. 700 million as
against acout As. 900 million two years ago. Since then imports of a numoer
of subsidiary foodstuffs such as onions and chillies had been banned.
Local prices were being determined accoraing to the market; this had acted
as a strong incentive for local growers.

5. Dr. Perera then turned to the question of Sri Lanka's need for
financing and stressed that unless the pipeline was replenished quickly,
serious cuts in imports of industrial materials would have to be envisaged
early next year. During the current year, certain imports had already been
curtailed and certain industries had only been allowed about 30 percent
of their requirements. Until now the effect of these restrictions had been
softened by the fact that enterprises could draw Cown their stocks, but
these were now being aepleted and, as a result, unutilizea capacity was
increasing. Mr. Cargill commented that the Government's failure last year
to get acceptance of its proposed budgetary measures had n,a a serious
negative effect on aid contributors. The U.K. and Japan, in particular,
had statea at the Aid Group meeting last May that in present circumstances
they were not in a position to make any announcement regarding further
assistance. being conscious of the urgency to review the situation in the
light of Government action, which the Aid Group delegation had said would
be taken shortly, Aid Group members had hoped that a meeting could be
convened before the end of this year. Since the Government's proposals
were now expected to be included in the new budget, this would clearly not
be possible. Tne Bank planned to send a mission to review the budget around
November 10, which should make it possible for the Group to meet early next
year. In the Bank's view, Sri Lanka's imports should normally be of the
order of Es. 2600 million (about j400 million). Estimated total imports
for this year were, however, expected at about ha. 2300 million (about
Q300 million), with a slight increase for next year. This assumcd, of
course, that foreign assistance would be forthcoming which, in turn, woula
depena on the buagetary action the Government proposed to take. It was
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generally recognized that if the measures were such as to restore a
climate conducive to development, the Bank would be in a position to
impress on Aid Group members the desirability of providing assistance
quickly. In reply to a question by Dr. Perera, Mr. McNamara said that
in present circumstances it was impossible for the Bank Group to
consider making assistance available to Sri Lanka in the form of program
loans since the first prerequisite was that the country should have a
strong development program. If circumstances were to change, however,
the Bank would, of course,be prepared to review its position.

6. 4ith regard to exports, Dr. Perera pointed out that in the
Government's efforts to develop non-traditional exports (i.e. exports
other than tea, rubber and coconut products), a number of facilities were
being made available and that progress was encouraging, particularly with
respect to gems, fruit and fruit juices. He expected that for this year
non-traditional exports should reach the level of Rs. 100 million.

7. In conclusion, it was recognized that while Sri Lanka needed
substantial assistance quickly, much would depend on the revenue raising
measures that the Government expected to implement. This was essentially
a political problem which only the Government could solve. Dr. Perera
stated that the Government had done considerable preparatory work and felt
confident that the proposed measures would be accepted. In this connec-
tion he said, in reply to a question by Mr. McNamara, that the oy-election
scheduled for October 8 was not expected to have any influence on the
Government's support in Parliament.

cc: Messrs. McNamara
Knapp
Cargill
Diamond
Weiner
Blobel
Baneth
Melmoth
Shibusawa
Cleveland

JD.oulet:-dp
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL F[NANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: January 3, 1973

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: Sri Lanka Aid Group

The Ceylonese Ambassador called on Mr. McNamara last night. He was
accompanied by his Economic Counselor, Mr. de Alwis. Mr. Hablutzel and
I were also present.

The Ambassador said he had been instructed by his Government to appeal
to Mr. McNamara to have the Bank take the initiative in calling the Aid
Group together. he said that he had informed his Government of our strategy
(as described in the meeting two weeks ago with Mr. Cargill) of reporting
to the Aid Group on Ceylon's deteriorating economic situation and of asking
the Aid Group to decide whether it wanted to have a meeting. The Government
feared that this would convey the impression that the Bank did not wish
the Aid Group to meet and that this impression would be reinforced by
the fact that there had been no Bank or IDA lending to Ceylon in the past
several years.

Mr. McNamara said the Bank felt an Aid Group meeting was vital to
Ceylon. As he understood it, the object of Mr. Cargill's letter to the
Finance Minister and of my letters to the members of the Aid Group was
to say that an interruption in aid would be disastrous for Ceylon, but
that the justification for it rested not on economic development considera-
tions but on the maintenance of political stability. We could not take
the initiative of calling an Aid Group meeting on that kind of basis; but
he thought we had left no doubt in the letters concerned of our conviction
that a meeting was necessary. There was some discussion of the Ambassador's
fear that the texts of the letters would not convey our real meaning. We
undertook therefore to have a word with the Executive Directors representing
each of the Aid Group members to make sure that there was no misunderstanding
of our intention. This satisfied the Ambassador.

There was some discussion of the political problems confronting the
Government and of the difficulty of taking the measures which the Ceylonese
Government itself felt were needed. In this connection, the Ambassador noted
that his Government had not questioned the economic analysis of the Bank
Staff; nor had he, when Mr. Cargill spoke to him two weeks ago, questioned
the conclusions of our mission or the wisdom of Mr. Cargill's line of action.

CC: Cargill
Baneth
Hablutzel
Shibusawa

WDiamond:phs



INTERN TIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: December 29, 1972

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: SRI LANKA: Forthcoming visit of Abassador Neville Kanakaratne

Ambassador Kanakaratne has an appointment to see you at 6 p.m.
on January 2, 1973. The purpose of the Ambassador's visit is probably
to urge the Bank to convene an Aid Group meeting in Paris as early as
possible in order to obtain new aid commitments.

The Ambassador visited Mr. Cargill on December 20 to make such
a plea. Mr. Cargill said it would be difficult for the Bank to argue
that aid to Sri Lanka would serve a developmental purpose unless we
could report a substantial improvement in Sri Lanka's prospects for
using new aid actually to promote development. Unfortunately, the find-
ings of the Bank mission which visited Sri Lanka in November indicate
that the intention of the Government to start tackling the fundamental
ills of the economy has been defeated by the difficulties of political
circumstances. The new budget has not succeeded in mobilizing the
resources needed -for _a adic iiv7staeft program, and the fear 1973 is
likely to end with negative public savings and public investments no
higher than in 1972. Mr. Cargill concluded that the continuation of
aid, especially commodity and food aid, while indispensable for Sri
Lanka's capacity to import, could probably not achieve much more than
postpone the day of reckoning. He added that it was clear that the
arguments for continuing aid had to be made more on political considera-
tions than on prospects for economic growth.

Mr. Cargill told the Ambassador that he would write to the Minister
of Finance about our gloomy view of this situation, enclosing a copy of
our economic report and suggesting that the Government discuss the
situation with other Aid Group members. He also said we would write to
the Aid. Group members to obtain their reactions to the request .2 ri
Lanka for a meeting. We dispatched these letters on December 26.
Attached are copies, and a copy of the economic report.

I suspect the Ambassador immediately catled the Government about
his talk with Mr. Cargill, and was instructed to carry the matter further,
to you. He asked you for an appointment within 2 days of his talk with
us. But I am not sure what he intends to accomplish.

I will attend your meeting.

Attachments

Cleared with and cct Mr. Baneth
cc: Mr. Cargill (o/r)

Mr. Hablutzel
Mr. Cleveland

AShibusawa/WDiamond:dp



December 26, 19T2

Dr. N.M. Perera
Finance Minister
Ministry of Finance
Secretariat Building No. 1
Colo2Co
SRI LAZFA.

Dear Mr. Minister:

You remember our conversations during the Annual Meeting.
We then agreed that if nrn-,roject aid disbursements were not to be
interrupted, new commitments were needed -uite urgently, and to obtain
them it was desirable to arran7e a meeting of the Aid Groun as soon as
practicable. however, in view of what had been said at recent aid

group neetinLs, we had also agreed that such a meeting vould be
productive only if ve could rerort to it a substantirl improvement in
Sri Lanka's prospects for using new aid actually to promote develop-
ment. You were quite hoieful that the 1973 budget, to be presented
in November, would contain major resource obilisation resures which,
as we all have long agreed, are the rost important single precondition
for such improved development prospects.

I have now rrceived the re-ort of the mission headed by
Mr. Rudolf Rablutzel, which visited Sri Lanka shortly after bud-et
day. Quite frankly, that re;ort :as disapointed me. OnYce again, it
seems that yarintention to start tr;cklin to -undament9l ills of
the economy has been defeated by the difficultie, of political circm-
stances. The Ludet has not :-ucceeded in robilisinz the resources
needed for a dynnmic investment ro.grlm, and the year 1973 is lik&ly to
end, with a deficit and with investments comparable to those of 1972.

I fully realize the difficulties of the rnolitical situation
confronting you. I alco see tnat, once arrain, "ri Lanka has had a
measure of bad luck in last yeAr'z droucht and this year's rising
world food iricos. Bocause of this, furtner foreirn aid ma; be
entirely justified on the basiB of humanitarian or similar consider-
ations. owcver it cannot be arrrued in the 7resent situation, such as

is deecribcd in our recent rission's re ort, that further foreign aid

would serve the cause of economic development.

Yet the aid group, as you know, was established to promote

economic develo-'ment. In the past three jears, I have annealed

essentially to its patience. a:kin;; it in 1910 to wait until t'c
elections, in 1911 to give the new covernment ti.e to master the
situation and to rcover fron :.einsurgency, and in 'ay 1572 to allow
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the <overn"ent to take the" rescurce r.:oblsaticn re<ure: tLen thourt
to be i="irent. Th1. tr, I en ro:vIt at a lcts as to wat I sal
tell the Group when it convenes.

Tet clearly, th need for ne,. aid com.itments is no* -ettir

to be extrerely urlent. If tLre is iuch furt'rŽr dely, it vill bece
irpcssible to 'revent an anterrurtion ±n diaturver:ts and a substantial
drop in their level eer the year. You, of course, know bttter tlan I
the very seere coneuenceg thid vould Lave for fri Lta's ab ility to
avoid aajcr dizruptioni of consuofr suiles and af jrcducticn ;roeses,
and alzo for the oudzct. ?Vrwh ve cannot argue for new aId an devel 4 -
ment £rounts, n oeetin of tbe ld -1røur ry neverthelets be tr.o best
way ot ottainin t:.e nev cor,mitmenta which 9ri4zar3 so urzently need.

I! you sha.re this viev, I belicve you s'ould discu4s the vhole
situation with ot!er id Groun r:eters. 'e have vritten to pCnnt out
to tLen the ureney of the situation (co-y attach-d) and also !errt them
our draft kcono.;J.c ierort, to allov t o to for-ulate an inforced jude-

ent as to t",eir attitud in t,Ir ztter. If after such consultations,
you feel that a tetinr is denirable, 1 shal convene one.

I = tending a cory of this letter to E.A. de S. Gunazekera.

With best rerardø,

Yours einetrely,

I.P.V. Careill
Vice Pretldent. ;ia

co- Dr. .A. de . Cuna ekera
Fer:anett 2 er? tary

'Tdniztry of ?i%,nnnt & 'gloynont

? .0. Ls 277
Colov'bo 1, -ri Links.

ce: æ. 1aneth
Mr. Fablutzel
hr. Dian:ond
~r. Shibusava



December 26, 1972

Dear Mr. Nebot:

Please refer to the Report of Proceedings of the meeting of the Aid
Group for Ceylon which took place in Paris on May 24, 1972.

I am enclosing a draft of a report written by the Bank mission which
visited Sri Lanka in November. (Simultaneously, we have sent the same text to
the Finance Minister of Sri Lanka.) I an sending it to you without the
statistical appendices and before clearance within the Bank because we would
like to get your reactions to it fairly soon. I do not think that further
consideration of this report in the Bank will lead to any change in the conclu-
sions.

It seems to us that the economic and financial position of Sri Lanka
is likely to deteriorate further. The Government apparently found it politi-
cally difficult to take action at the time of the budget, which might have
brought about an improvement. Accordingly, it seems unlikely that any signifi-
cant development program can be started in the coming year.

This, of course, raises the question whether it would be appropriate
to call another meeting of the Aid Group. The situation is quite serious because
without the continuation of aid, especially commodity and food aid, Sri lanka's
capacity to lmport at a level sufficient to prevent serious disruptions will be
much impaired. Indeed, any interruption in aid flows would quickly lead to a
very critical situation. However, it is clear that the arguments for continuing
aid are based more on political considerations than on prospects for economic
growth. The Government of Sri Lanka asked that an Aid meeting be called as soon
as possible - possibly in February - and I will be grateful for your Govern-
ment's reactions to this request.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
Director

South Asia Department
Asia Regional Office

Enclosure

Mr. Guy Nebot
Conseiller Financier
Charge des relations bilaterales du Tresor
Ministere de l'Economie et des Finances
93 Rue de Rivoli
75056 Paris RP, France

cc: Mr. M. Vienot, Executive Director for France /See overleaf
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Similar letters have been sent to other members of Sri Lanka Aid Group as follows:-

Mr. Neil Overend cc: Mr. C.M. Isbister,
Director General of Programming Executive Director for Canada
Canadian International Development Agency
122 Bank Street
Ottawa 4, Ontario, Canada

Mr. R.B.M. King cc: Mr. A.K. Rawlinson,
Overseas Development Administration Executive Director for the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office United Kingdom
Eland House, Stag Place
London S.W. 1, England

Mr. Donald G. MacDonald cc. Mr. R.E. Wieczorowski
Assistant Administrator Executive Director for the U.S.
Bureau for NESA - Room 6724
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20523

cot Messrs. Baneth, Hablutzel, Shibusawa

IFMCargill:dp
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NTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
AS SOCIATION I RECON STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORAINDLIM
TO The Files DATE: April 2, 1973

FROM: William Diamond CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: S RI LANKA

1. Dr. N. N. Perera, Finance Minister of Sri lanka, visited

Mr. McNamara, Monday afternoon, March 26, 1973. He was accompanied

by the Ambassador of Sri Lanka; Mr. Lal Jayawardena, Additional

Secretary, Ministry of Planning and Employment; Mr. Susantha de Alwis

of the Embassy of Sri Lanka; and Mr. W. M. Tilakaratna, Alternate

Director of IMF for Sri Lanka. Messrs. Knapp, Hablutzel and Diamond

were also present.

2. The Minister reviewed in general terms the difficulty of Sri Lanka's

present economic situation and the political constraints within which

the Government worked. Reverting to Mr. Gunesekera's letter of early

February to Mr. Cargill, he stressed the need for additional assistance

from IDA. He cited the factors that complicated the situation of

Sri Lanka, and, in particular, referred to the unexpected and

spectacular increase in the prices of the focdstuffs and other essential

commodities which Sri Lanka imports. He mentioned that the Government

was compelled now to ration domestic wheat flour consumption. He

referred at length to the goal of the Government of Sri Lanka to reduce

rice imports to zero in 1975, if necessary by banning imports of rice.

But, under prodding from Mr. McNamara, he was vague about the plans

and the means of achieving this goal. Mr. Jayawardena offered to

provide detailed documentation on progress made so far in the past

in agricultural import substitution, as well as in the field of income

distribution. The Minister said that he expected that his Government

would, in the next few weeks, take an important step with respect to

the exchange rate, involving an effective devaluation of about 18%,
and would take steps to increase the prices of important food items

now being subsidized, the end result of which would be a substantial

improvement in the budgetary position of the Government. He referred

to a paper given by Mr. Jayawardena to Messrs. Baneth and Rablutzel

a week before (which purported to represent Mr. Jayawardena's own

views at that time, and suggested three options for dealing with

the exchange rate, the first and most modest of which was the one

the Minister had apparently chosen). Even with these measures, a

major difficulty that remained was insufficient foreign exchange for

industrial imports, which could result in reduction of capacity in

operation.

3. Mr. McNamara referred to the Bank's general posture on program

loans but said that the Bank was prepared to consider one within the

guidelines that had been laid down several years ago by the Executive

Directors. He suggested that the Minister's staff and ours get

together in the next day or so to review in detail the Minister's

proposals for dealing with the problems that confront Sri Lanka.



4. On the following day, March 27, Mr. Jayawardena met with Mr.

Hablutzel and others and reviewed in detail the proposals now pending.

The results are reflected in Mr. Hablutzel's attached memo of March 29.

In essence, the proposed devaluation, price increases and civil servant

salary raises (which the Minister had not mentioned to Mr. McNamara)
would, if carried out, constitute an important and effective package

of measures to help counteract the extremely adverse situation which

had developed in Sri Lanka. The new price measures would practically

eliminate all food subsidies, other than for rice, by pushing Rp.

400 million of additional costs onto the consumer, and would move

towards a more realistic price system. While the net budgetary effect

would be a substantial improvement, it would result only in a small

surplus on current account, not larger than the Rp. 56 million shown

in the Bank's report of December 1972 before import price increases

produced a drastic deterioration of the situation. While the result

provided another evidence (of which we saw some earlier this year)
of Sri Lanka's new willingness to deal with the critical situation,

Sri Lanka would still not be appreciably better off in terms of

economic development than it was at the end of last year. It was

vital to think in terms of a substantial improvement in public capital

formation for the 1974 budget. This, and related measures should be

a subject of dialogue between IDA and Sri Lanka in the coming year.

5. On Wednesday, March 28, Mr. Jayawardena visited me. (I was already

aware of some of the results of the previous day's meeting.) I was

told that the change in the exchange rate was a matter that had been

agreed in principle between the Minister and the IMF, and on which a

decision was scheduled to be taken in the next two weeks, around the

time the current IMF mission left Sri Lanka. As for the price increases

(and the proposed increased wage rate), these were to be proposed to

the Government on the Minister's return to Colombo this week. Mr.

Jayawardena said that the memorandum he had given us the week before,

representing only his own views, had been stimulated by the Prime

Minister whom he felt would support the proposals and, therefore, he

was confident that the new policy package would go through. I noted

that, at best, the new package, while presenting an improvement, was
basically a return to the situation of 4 months ago and that it still

could not be characterized as a "development situation", therefore it

woulgeed to be followed by significant steps to increase the

Government's investment program, if it were to become a basis for

additional external support. Mr. Jayawardena said that it was pre-

cisely to discuss the kinds and timing of measures that needed to be

taken in the future that his Government had invited Mr. Cargill to

visit Sri Lanka. I told Mr. Jayawardena that I had learned that very

morning that Mr. Cargill would be unable to visit Sri Lanka, because

he was not well and had commitments that he had to see through before

his return to Washington.
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6. I then told Mr. Jayawardena that he should not be hopeful about
the prospect of a program loan from IDA. I mentioned Mr. McNamara's
comments on the general posture on the subject and said that I
thought it would be extremely difficult to establish that Sri Lanka
could yet satisfy the criteria for program lending. I noted that
the Sri Lanka Aid Group, when it concluded its meeting in February in
Paris, had said that, if there are significant improvements in the
environment in Sri Lanka, it would be prepared to consider additional
assistance. I said that, if our analysis of the Tuesday discussion
with Mr. Jayawardena yielded favorable results, we would be prepared
to call them to the attention of the participating countries of the
Aid Group, as soon as we had confirmation that the measures had been
put into effect. So far as IDA was concerned, we would also try to
speed up the next project in the pipeline. But I could not hold out
much hope of the program loan.

cc: Messrs. McNamara
Cargill o/r
Baneth o/r
Hablutzel
Pilvin
Shibusawa
Knapp

WDiamond:je



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. William Diamond DATE: March 29, 1973

FROM: Rudolf Hablutzel CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: SRI LANKA - Program Loan and Policy Package

On March 27 I had meetings with Mr. Lal Jayawardena to explore
the possibility of a program loan to Sri Lanka; Mr. A. Cleveland also
attended throughout; and Messrs. Filvin and Shibusawa part of the
time. This was after the Minister of Finance, Mr. N.M. Perera had
met Mr. McNamara and had made a request for a program loan, even
though this had been done in extremely vague terms.

Regarding the need for program lending, it now appears that after
taking account of the commodity aid pledges made at the recent Paris
meeting, a substantial foreign exchange gap will remain if food con-
sumption levels are to be preserved at or near current levels. There
is extremely little scope for further compressing essential non-food
imports such as fertilizers or drugs; other import requirements are
essentially only for capital goods and industrial imports. Capital
goods imports being in major part tied to supplier's credits and pro-
ject aid, the only area of flexibility is in industrial imports, for
which it now appears that foreign exchange will be available only to
meet less than half last year's level. The gap is in the order of
US$30-h0 million, depending on whether the IMF will come up with a stand-
by providing for gross drawings of $25 million as now contemplated, or
just rolling over the $15 million that are due for repurchase in the 12
month's period starting this month. It is evident that failure to
secure finance for imports of industrial raw materials would inevitably
lead to widespread shutdowns, and a quantum jump in unemployment with
grave political consequences. Mr. Jayawardena believes that the crunch
will come sometime in the fall, but in my opinion it will be earlier
than that.

The purpose of our meeting was to see whether the Bank could
agree to a policy package that would be satisfactory as a condition
for a program loan to finance industrial imports in the amount of, say,
$20 million. The package which Mr. Jayawardena said would be proposed
to the Cabinet around April 12 would consist of a) a devaluation of the
Sri Lanka Rupee by 18% to establish a 1:1 parity with the Indian Rupee,
while maintaining the existing FEEC system; b) upward adjustments of
the prices at which the Government provides major food items under the
subsidy system, and c) a 5% increase in wages in the Government sector.
The reason for chosing parity with the Indian Rupee rather than any
other degree of devaluation is that it would be the least conspicuous
way of exchange rate reform; the wage adjustment is meant to be a conces-
sion in the face of rather substantial increase in the cost of living
that will be caused by the price measures.
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Mr. Diamond March 29, 1973

The price increases proposed would tackle the problem of rising
increases in the cost of import prices for flour, sugar, and rice.
They are as follows:

i.- Increase the off-ration flour price from 370 to 690 per lb.
2. Increase the off-ration sugar price from Rs. 1.50 to Rs. 2.50

per lb.
3. Increase the ration price for dhal from 440 to 67 per lb.
4. Restore the increase in the price of the second measure of

rice to Rs. 1.60 per lb., after it had recently been reduced
to 1.40 per lb.

It must be remembered that all this would be on top of several
measures that have already been taken earlier this year, when the price
of flour was increased from 33* to 370 per lb., the sugar ration was
cut by half and the price of the second measure of rice was adjusted
from Rs. 1.00 to Rs. 1.60 per lb. With the assumed price elasticities,
a reduction in consumption of sugar and flour is expected to result in
some saving on imports by 20,000 tons (12%) in the case of sugar, and
113,000 tons (24%) in the case of flour. These reductions are, however,
from levels that had been substantially revised upward in the case of
flour after the Budget because of reduced availability of rice, and the
shift of consumption to flour as a result of deliberately asymmetrical
price increases enacted earlier this year.

The effect of these price measures on the Budget would be very
substantial. The net cost of the total food subsidy in the original
Budget was Rs. 605 million. After taking into account the increases
in import prices in 1973, the estimate had been revised upward to
Rs. 887 million. The proposed changes in domestic prices would bring
the cost of the subsidy down to Rs. 438 million. Details are shown below:

(Rs. million)

November 1972 March 1973 Estimate after
Budget Estimate Revised Estimate Proposed Measures

Rice -583 -663 -638
Dhal -13 -16 -2
Import with n.a. -5 -5
Flour -111 -212 +18
Sugar +103 +9 +189

Total Net Subsidy -604 -887 -438

The result of the proposed price measures would be an improvement
in the budgetary position by Es. 166 million compared to the original
estimate in the November budget and discussed in the Bank economic
report. On the other hand, the net budgetary effect of the devaluation
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would be a loss of about Rs. 67; the main reason for this is that it
is proposed to collect only part of the increased value of the export
duties on tea, rubber, and coconut in order to pass on a gain from the
devaluation to these primary exporters; therefore, the increase in
the cost of Government imports would exceed the increased yield of
export and import duties and FEECs. The remaining budgetary savings
from the combined package are proposed to be absorbed by a 5% increase
in Government wages and salaries, so that the whole policy package
would just restore the budget to its original position where it was
estimated that a surplus on current account of about Rs. 56 million
would be achieved.

It must be recognized that if the package were accepted and carried
out the Government would have dealt with an extremely adverse situation
where sharp increases in the cost of major imports were eroding the
budget to the extent of over Rs. 280 million (and even more if some
price measures had not already been taken). The new price measures
would practically eliminate all food subsidies except for the first
measure of rice, and restore a substantial profit on sugar, by pushing,
in total, some Rs. 450 million as additional cost to the consumer. In
this process, domestic prices would be adjusted to international prices
in a significant degree (although not to the point of translating
the present exceptionally high prices into domestic consumer prices
at the effective rate of exchange). With a return of import prices to
more normal levels, additional public savings would automatically rise
by something in the order of perhaps Rs. 200 million p.a.

Another effect of the proposed package would be significant
progress towards reduction of existing distortions in the domestic
price structure, by improving prices for major exports on the one
hand, and those of imported cereals and sugar on the other, thereby
improving the incentives for further agricultural import substitution.

I indicated to Mr. Jayawardena that we would consider such a pack-
age as a substantial effort by the Government towards creating a more
realistic price system, and towards mobilizing more domestic resources,
even though the present circumstances made it impossible for this effort
to show up in the form of a greater volume of public savings compared
with the November budget. We had pointed out in the memo to the Aid
Group that the amount of resources that Sri Lanka had lost through
adverse movements in international prices in two years has far exceeded
the total resources that we had earlier proposed would need to be
mobilized by the Government to bring about a favorable environment for
economic development. We did, therefore, recognize that simply to
restore a small surplus in the 1973 budget would be an achievement of
major importance. Nevertheless, we did not think that on this basis
alone it would be possible to make a case in the Bank for a program
loan since in effect Sri Lanka would still not be better off in terms
of economic development than in the status quo ante as described in
the economic report, at least as far as public savings were concerned.
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Therefore, we would need to have assurances for further steps being
taken at a later stage to improve on a performance that the economic
report had described as rather disappointing.

As to the nature of such steps, I said that we would consider it
indispensable for the 1974 budget to produce a surplus large enough
to permit a substantial increase in public capital formation in real
terms. Questioned on the magnitude of such an increase, I said that
in current 1974 prices an investment program of Rs. 1.5 billion would
be extremely desirable. Mr. Jayawardena on his part suggested that
a 10% increase in the program would be more in line with the Five-Year
Plan. To this I commented that the Five-Year Plan might not be the
best guide at this stage for a satisfactory level of public investments,
and indicated that we might discuss any figure between Rs. 1,200 and
Rs. 1,500, taking account of whatever other measures would be contem-
plated. One important element in fiscal improvement I said would have
to be a reduction in the losses incurred by public corporations and
enterprises, and containment of general recurrent expenditures.

As to the nature and procedures for an understanding between the
Bank and the Government of Sri Lanka on further steps to be taken sub-
sequent to the package of measures presently envisaged, we agreed that
this should preferably be discussed at the highest political level.

cc: Messrs. Pilvin
Shibusava
Cleveland
Baneth (o.r.)

RHablutzel:go
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. MNtara DATE: March 16, 1973

FROM: I.P.M. Cargill

SUBJECT: SRI LANKA - Forthcoming Meeting with Minister of Finance

Since sending you mW briefing for your forthcoming meeting
with 1inister Perera, I have learned that we had a visit today from
Dr. Lal Jayawardena, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Planning and
Employment, who will accompany the Finance Minister for his meeting
with you. He asked about the possibility of program lending to Sri
Lanka. He was told we could contemplate such an operation only if the
Government adopted a drastic policy package which laid a basis for
future economic development. Such a policy package should, at the very
least: move to the present FEEC rate for all trade except the three
major exports, which also should benefit from a higher effective exchange
rate; revise upwards domestic prices (except for the three major export
commodities) so that they should at least equal import price levels
converted at the FEEC exchange rate; take appropriate budgetary action
to maintain at least equilibrium of the current budget after these price
changes so as to get some hope of generating Government savings once
foodgrain import prices come down to more normal levels. In addition,
though not as a part of the policy package, it would be desirable for
the Government to clarify in its own mind how it will stabilize current
expenditures. Dr. Jayawardena outlined several proposals that he had
discussed with the Finance Minister, that would serve as a starting
point for putting together a policy package, mainly in the area of
exchange rate reform. We said that, as we now understood these proposals,
theV would not be far reaching enough, but indicated our willingness to
study them in more detail and continue the discussion.

Given the very informal nature of this preliminary discussion,
in your meeting with the Minister, you might wish not to raise the issue
of a program credit and the associated policy package with the Minister,
unless he would bring it up himself.

RHablutzel/JBaneth:myc
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamar DATE: march 16, 1973

FROM: I.P.M. Cargill

SUBJECT: SRI LANKA - Forthcoming Meeting with Minister of Finance

1. Dr. N.M. Perera, Finance Minister, Sri Lanka, is scheduled to
call on you at 6:30 p.m. Friday, March 23. He will be in Washington
from March 22 through 28 to attend meetings of the Committee of Twenty
on International Monetary Reform and the Inter-Governmental Group of
Twenty-four on International Monetary Matters. His c.v. is attached
as Annex 1.

2. I do not know what topics Dr. Perera may bring up for discussion
with you. However, I would like to draw your attention to the fact that,
during the Sri Lanka Aid Group meeting, which took place in Paris on
February 22, the donor countries, as well as Sri Lanka, accepted the
conclusions of the Bank's recent economic report and the updating memoran-
dum that, although the measures taken by the Government are in the right
direction, they are inadequate to give the country any real impetus
towards development.

3. The level of new assistance indicated by the Aid Group is about
$60 million. Although this is larger than last year, it is nevertheless
far short of what is required just to maintain in 1973 the reduced import
capacity of 1972. The Bank has estimated that disbursements of about
$64 million in commodity aid would be needed from new commitments to be
made in 1973; disbursements at that level would require new commodity aid
commitments from the Aid Group of well over $100 million. Assuming the
usual lag between commitments and disbursements, the $60 million of Aid
Group pledges might be expected to generate at most $35 million of
disbursements in 1973, or slightly over one-half of the required $64
million. The Government is thus faced with continued deterioration of the
economy which is likely to reach a critical level before the end of this
calendar year unless Sri Lanka is able to obtain short-term financing to
cover the gap. The prospects of Sri Lanka's obtaining such short-term
financing under the present circumstances are not very bright.

4. Attached, as Annex 2, is a copy of a letter I sent today to Dr.
Perera in which I underline the grave situation that is likely to confront
Sri Lanka before the end of 1973. I wrote this letter because a grossly
erroneous impression appears to have been created in some quarters of the
Government that Sri Lanka will not be faced with any serious economic
problems this year as a result of the $60 million pledge obtained during
the Aid Group meeting in February. Dr. Perera should be brought back to
earth.
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5. Attached, as Annex 3, for background, is a copy of our report
on the Aid Group meeting.

Attachments

AHShibusawardp



ANNEX 1

DR. N.M. PERERA

Dr. Perera is a veteran politician. Founder and
leader of the L.S.S.P. Party, he has served in Ceylon's Parliament
since 1936 (except between 1940 and 1945 when his party was banned
and he himself imprisoned), and was leader of the opposition in
the House of Representatives in 1947-52. He was Minister of
Finance in Mrs. Bandaranaike I s government from June 1964 to March
1965 and in this capacity attended the Bank/IMF Annual Meeting in
Tokyo. During that period, relations with Ceylon began to improve
and it was with Dr. Perera that the discussions which subsequently
led to the establishinent of the Aid Group were initiated. Among
the present Cabinet members, he is a more conservative and moderate
element.

Born in 1905, he was educated in Colombo and at the London
School of Economics. He received doctorate degrees in both law and
economics from London University.

South Asia Department
March 16, 1973



ANNEFX 2

March 16, 1773

Dr. . erera
'irster of Finance
inistry of Finance

Colombo
Sri Lanka

Dear xC.:

I would have liked very muc- to have seet you on your fothcomine
visit to :ashington next week to discus,e matters of common interest,
but unfortunately I will be away at that time. I am therefore writing
to you now in order to make sure that there is no misunderstanding
between us on the war in which we interpret the results of the recent
eeting of the Aid to Sri Lanka Group, and the problems which your
'overn,:.eit is facing this year.

I understand that the press in Sri Lanka has described the results
of the meeting very favorably, and conveyed the impression to the
general public that the amount of aid promised by the donor countries
was very satisfactory, with the implication that it would resolve, in
essence, Lri Lanka's extern-1 resource problems in 1973, and was a
favorable reflection of the Group Members' views on how things are -oing
in Sri La k. I understand that this has also been the tenor of the
Government's own interpretation.

Given the rather critical comments that have been made in the Bank's
economic report, an the subsenuent uncertainty regarding the willing-
ness of the Members of the Group to come forward with substantial financial
assistance, I have sympathy with a sense of relief expressed back home at
the outcome of the meetin. I think, however, that it would be dangerous
at this stage for anybody to take an attitude of com-lacency, and particu-
larly for the Government to lose sight of the fact that the level of aid
that is going to be available this year is falling very substantially
short of the requirements, even for maintaining the present slov pace of
the economy,. As you are now no doubt well aware, the value of foreign
aid will be much less in real terms than wh at the figures sugest because
of the steep increase in prices of major imports. We had calculated that
in order only to maintain last year's level of non-food imports which was
already cut down to a bare minimum to keep economic activity going, the
amount of new commodity aid commitments would have to be about twice the
amount that now seems likely to be forthcoming during 1973.
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W continue to view the immediAte outlook for Sri Lanka economy
with very rrave concern, and I think personally that before surmmer there
are likely to be increasing chortages of imported -oods of all kinds
leading up, almost certainly, to severe price pressures, reduction in
industrial production, widespread shutdowns, and more unemployment. The
situation is so grave that courage will no doubt be required by our
Government again to take new and politically unpo,ular measures in the
course of the next several months to deal with the deteriorating :-alance
of payments situation. With regard to the budget, I need not point out
to you that as things stand at present, the position for public invest-
ment and savings is even worse than what it aipeared to be at the time
the budget was presented, and when the economic report was written. In
other words, public savings in 1973 will again be negative, and the
prospect is for a decline in real capital formation in the public sector
even from the very low level of 1972. In short, the outlook for develop-
ment is sharply deteriorating and the balance of payments problem is
reaching a crisis proportion.

While it vas generally recognized by the members of the Group at the
"aris meeting that adverse external circumstances this year are inflicting
real losses on Sri Lanka's economy, the view was also unanimously expressed
that the Government's efforts towards resource mobilization were again
inadequate, even though the new revenue measures, if considered uer se,
appeared substantial. The view was expressed that it had been the re-
curring experience in past years that adverse circumstances were forcing
the Government to taKe certain positive actions, but that those actions
tended to be last minute responses to the pressure of events and never
outgrew the circumstances to become an independent force for development.

The meeting explicitly concurred with the analysis and comments of the
Bank's economic report and the memorandum circulated to the Group, and the
aid offers vere rade with the clear understanding that they reflected the
wishes of the -Iember Governments to express their continued sympathy with
the people and the Government of Sri Lanka, and were not in the nature of
development assistance. On the other hand, the view was expressed more
fully than last year that it was necessary for the Government of Srf Lanka
as soon as possible to shift the emphasis of the whole of economic
policies from welfare to production.

I trust that this, in a general way, is also your sense of the substance
of the Aid Group M,Teeting, and that you agree with the underlyinr, diagnosis
of the economic situation.

Let me say once again that I would have much preferred to exchange
views with you orally, but I hope to see you on another occasion -n the not
too distant -kuture.

With warm regards,

Aincerel- yours,

I.P.M. Cargill
IPCarr--il/IPHablutzel:go:plc
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR fNTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAT[ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: July 26, 1973

FROM: Wi-Iliam Diamond

SUBJECT: SRI LANKA - Your forthcoming meeting with

the Minister of Finance

1. Dr. N.M. Perera, Minister of Finance of Sri Lanka, has an

appointment to see you at 5:30 p.m. on Monday, July 30. He will be

accompanied by Ambassador Kanakaratne.

2. You will recall that Mr. Cargill had discussed the Sri Lanka
situation with you last week subsequent to sending you his two
memoranda (copies attached). Following the discussion with you, we

sent Mr. Baneth to Sri Lanka and we hope to receive from him by early
next week an indication of the situation as he sees it. However., we

are not certain if this will be received before your meeting with

Minister Perera.

Attachments

AHShibusawa:dp

cc-. Mr. Knapp

Mr. Cargil I
Mr. Diamond



No 7 INTERNAT?ONAL DIVE¶OvENT INTEf^ATIONAL gANK FOR INTERATEONAL A'tNCE

ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPV-T CORPORATION

OFFCE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R-. S. McNamara DATE: July 17 1973

FROM: I. p. M. Cargill

SUBJECT: Sri Lanke

I a .ttaching a note giving you the baekgrou-nd of the current

etremely dIfficult economic position of Ceylon, and describing the act.ons

I am proposing to take. Unless new foreign exøhange resources are obtained

raoidly, produetive iroorts would have to be cut back sharply by Ine autumn,

which wolid of course further depress production, enployent and incones.

Desoite repeated declarations of intent to the contrary, the Gover=ent has

not initiated the drastic policy changes needed. T"he DC feels that -t

cannot_ grant a standby unless a nimum" package of actions Is --mle'en-.ed;

and unless such a backage is inplmented, we could not justify a progr=

credit. The Aid Group too is unlikely to come up with additional ad for

the current year, though it might possibly decide to do so to tallia:e te

-olitical conseauence of an economic erisis. I believe, however, ½at in

the absence of a drastie change in Ceylon's polieies, even if all these

sources cane forth with aid, this would merely delay but not reverse Ceylon s

economie deeline.

2. I propose to send Mr. Baneth, assisted. by an rT staff member,

to Ceylon for about one week. Wney will obtain a more precise evftuaton

of the situation, including that of the nagniude and tiing of the ald

needed to avert a crisis. They will also try to work out, on the basis of

their diseussions, a precise set of policy measures which could be deei-ed

to constitute a minimum package. They vill discuss their f-ndings h the

Government and reoort on them to me. I shall then pursue this discussion

with Finance Minister Perera vhen he visits Washington at the end of the

month. I am not at all hopeful of a positive outcome. I shall in a,r

case reoort on the situation to the Aid Group to let them decide the course

of action they wish to follow in the light of overall, includins p_lical

considera.tiýons.

Attacbents

ce: Mr. Knap
Mr. Chenery

aneth/jas
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. S. McNamara DATE: July 17, 1973

7 ROM: I. P. M. Cargill

SUBJECT: Sri Lanka

Economic Background

1. From 1945 to about 1960, when its terms of trade were at their best,
the Government of Ceylon instituted far-reaching social programs, whose main
elements were free or subsidized distribution of various basic foodstuffs;
free health and education; and subsidized public serVices (notably transport).
These programs were financed essentially by means of taxes on major exports,
levied directly or through the Coreign exchange system. The combination of
these measures had undoubtedly a beneficial effect on income distribution.

2. Ceylon's terms of trade were at their best levels in the 1950-1955
period, declined moderately until 1960, and sharply thereafter. In 1960, the
three major export crops - tea, rubber and coconut products - contributed well
over two-thirds of the real value of commodity production. Their weighted
average prices declined in all but two years since 1960. In 1970, national
income would have been almost 10 percent higher, and the total value of commo-
dity production 18 percent higher, if export prices, in dollars, had remained
at their 1970 level (disregarding possible indirect multiplier effects). Since
1970, particularly since late 1972, the weighted average price of Ceylon's
main exports has recovered somewhat in dollar terms, but this modest improvement
has been much more than offset by the dramatic rise in the price of imports.
In particular, foodgrain, sugar and petroleum prices now stand respectively
about 75, 120 and 50 percent above their 1970 average levels.

3. As effective taxes on the three major exports were raised to compensate
f4 or their falling values, the tax burden stifled producers to the point that
export volumes have stagnated since about 1965, even though, for rubber and
coconut, the foreign demand facing Ceylon cannot be considered inelastic. In
the last few years, the tendency has been reinforced by bans on imports of
various subsidiary foodstuffs (chilis, onions, etc.), whose prices rose to a
multiple of world prices, thus encouraging movement of labor, fertilizer, etc.,
from the export commodities towards them. In the mid-1960's, a rice production
program was started, which was quite successful at first. Rice production more
than doubled from 1966 to 1970, but has never again reached that peak, under the
combined impacts of inadequate pricing, administrative mismanagement and bad
weather. Some remedial policy measures have now been taken, however, and the
next crop may well show considerable improvement.

4. Social expenditures and food subsidies kept expanding with population
and, more recently, with the rising prices of key imports. This tended to reduce
the resources available to Government; public savings have been negative at
least since 1970. Since the electoral victory of the present Government, policy
measures and the tone of Government pronouncements have been such as to discourage
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private investment in all but a few selected sectors (notably those connected

with tourism). Government investment never again reached, in real terms, its

1969 level which, even in combination with quite buoyant private investment

(fed by excessive foreign borrowing) was not enough to prevent the emergence

of a serious unemployment problem.

5. In 1969/70, 40 percent of those aged between 17 and 24 were

unemployed, including over 70 percent of the "0" level high-school graduates

within this age group. Unemployed educated youth made up the bulk of the

insurgents against the Bandaranaike Government in the.spring of 1971. Several

thousands of them are still behind barbed wire, but even excluding them, the

number of unemployed must have continued to increase.

6. Another important aspect of the Ceylonese situation is the extreme

distortion of the price system.I/ This is in large part a consequence of the

Government's ad hoc reactions to the pressure of events: controlling the

price and distribution of certain commodities, imposing Foreign Exchange

Entitlement Certificates (FEEC) on certain imports, granting them to a few

exports, varying the lists, banning this import or that, granting compensatory

subsidies to certain outputs, etc. For instance, because of the effective

export tax, coconuts sell locally for less than 50 percent their world market

price (converting foreign prices at the FEEC rate). Therefore, coconut farmers

get subsidized fertilizer. Chili and onion imports having been banned, their

prices rose to three times the world price. It can only be guessed how much

of the subsidized fertilizer actually reaches the coconut trees. In any case,

the Ceylonese authorities are now seriously concerned that the country may

become a net coconut importer before the end of the decade.

The Aid Group

7. Discussions about the establishment of the Ceylon Aid Group were

initiated in 1964 under the previous Bandaranaike Government. By the time

the first meeting was held in 1965, however, general elections had taken place

and a new Government headed by Dudley Senanayake had assumed office. During

the following years, Ceylon received the bulk of its assistance through the

Aid Group. By the end of 1971 commitments by its member countries reached a

cumulative total of nearly $310 million of which $260 million had been disbursed.

About $240 million of these were commodity aid, disbursed at an annual average

Also noteworthy are the confusion of the budget and of economic accounts.

The very real difficulties created by the multiple exchange rate system

and the criss-cross of taxes and subsidies, combined with some adinistrative

laxity, make it very difficult for anybody - including the Government - to

know what is truly happening in the economy.
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of about $40-45 million. By contrast, most other countries provided little
usable aid in recent years, with the exception of China which made a $25
million free foreign exchange loan in 1971.

8. Initially, Aid Group members felt encouraged by some of the measures
taken by the Government. However, it became increasingly apparent towards the
end of the sixties that only modest real progress was being achieved. From
mid-1968 onwards, even that was threatened by excessive short-term foreign
borrowing. However, political considerations (the proximity of the general
elections of 1970) suggested that assistance by the Aid Group should be
continued. At the April 1971 Aid Group meeting, members did not wish to
upset relations with the new Government. There was also a good deal of sympathy
with it, notably because of the serious and unexpected insurgency it had recently
faced. Thus, members expressed their willingness to continue providin assistance
for the time being.' However, they warned that unless Ceylon reestablished a
basis for development, it would be extremely difficult for them to give further
assistance.

9. At the 1971 meeting, the Ceylonese Finance Minister gave assurances
that adequate progress would be made, saying that the insurgency had convinced
the Government that action would have to encompass areas so far consIdered taboo.
In fact, however, even the inadequate measures included in the October 1971
budget had to be withdrawn under pressure from backbenchers. Repeated advice
for urgent action (including that given to the Prime Minister by you when you
visited the country in January 1972) was met with promises of action to be
taken as soon as some approaching hurdle was overcome (the Republican consti-
tution which changed the country's name to Sri Lanka, land reform legsation,
bye-elections, etc.). In fact, no major action was taken, though minor measures,
such as modest raises in the sugar and rice prices, etc., were impemented.

10. Nevertheless, the Aid Group met again in March 1972. The Government
promised to take adequate action before the autumn, and the Group agreed to
reconvene before the end of the year to consider pledging. During the 1972
annual meeting, the Finance Minister urged that the Aid Group be convened at
the earliest; although no action had yet been taken, a major set of measures
would be forthcoming at Budget time. Consequently, a small economic missfon
visited Ceylon, after the Budget was presented in November 1972. it reported
that substantial additional revenues were indeed mobilized, notably through a
rise in the PEEC rate from 55 percent to 65 percent - which is equivalent to
devaluation combined with an increase both of the effective tax on ma-or

Except for Germany which, because of Ceylon's recognition of the German
Democratic Republic the previous June, said they were not for the time
being in a position to provide further assistance.
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exports and of the effective subsidy to food imports. However, these revenues
were mostly going to be absorbed by rising current expenditures. Moreover,
correcting for the rise in food import prices which had already occurred but
was not adequately reflected in the Budget, and for over-optimistic assvmrtions
on the level of dutiable imports, the improvement shown by the Budget estimates
was not likely to materialize. The major decision, described to the Staff by
the Finance Minister in the course of the September discussions, i.e., the
replacement of the free rice ration by a cash allocation limited to the
population now living had not, in the event, been presented to Parliament.

11. To avert an immediate payments crisis, the Bank nevertheless convened
a meeting of the Aid Group. It argued that Ceylon had once again suffered from
a large measure of bad luck. Price rises added about $46 million to th2 cost
of essential food imports. Though some other imports were reduced, in order to
maintain imports of capital goods and industrial inputs at the already compressed
level of the past few years, an over $30 million rise in commodity aid disburse-
ments was needed in 1973 (from $59 to $92 million) even if the IMF also provided
a substantial net drawing. Most Aid Group members expressed their extreme
disappointment at the failure of the Ceylonese economy to show any sign
of improvement. In the event, they pledged about $60 million - more than in some
previous years, and indicated their readiness to consider additional plcdges if
the Government took the drastic policy steps which the situation required. Given
the tardiness of the pledging and the small amounts then remaining in the aId
pipeline, actual aid disbursements were likely to fall in 1973.1/ Furthermore,
though Ceylon has obtained a SDR 18.6 million compensatory drawing from the IMF
on June 20, 1973, it could not reach agreement with the Fund on a further normal
drawing. Given the repurchases due this year, it will overall have to make some
net repayment to the Fund.

Recent Discussions and the Current Situation

12. The Finance Minister and the Managing Director of the I=2 did actually
reach agreement on a minimum policy package. One element of this was a modifi-
cation of the exchange rate: raising the official rate to parity with the
Indian Rupee, i.e., by about 18 percent, granting FEECs to coconut and rubber
exports, and offsetting through export taxes not more than 50 percent of the
consequent increase in the gross return to these commoditIes. However, these
measures were in fact not implemented. The IMF now sees no possibility of
granting an additional standby, nor any advantage in pursuing conversations,
until the agreed package is implemented, and the authorities also express their
intent to implement a basic fiscal reform aimed at achieving a substantial
current surplus.

13. Since Budget day, the Government has taken several additional measures.
Notably, in June 1973, the price of flour was raised from Rs. 0.38 to Rs. 0.48
per pound, that of non-rationed sugar from Rs. 1.50 to Rs..1.65 per round, and
the price of milk products by 30 to 40 percent. According to the Ceylonese

Disregarding exchange rate changes, whose overall impact we cannot yet assess.
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authorities, these measures will bring the Government budget back Into the
slight nominal surplus indicated in the original Budget estimates." We
cannot evaluate this contention, for despite repeated requests we could not
obtain the necessary background information. Hotrever, these price rises may
not even fully reflect import price increases, and may therefore be unlikely
to contribute to the generation of a budget surplus. However, given the
pervasive role assumed by the Government, even these inadequate price increases
(milder than those experienced by consumers in many neighboring 'countries)
focus consumer dissatisfaction directly on the Government.

14. Even if the overall nomtna' budget surplus had been achieved, it
would have been far from enough to generate the investment levels which would
allow Ceylon even to make a movement towards reversing the downward course of
its economy. This is all the more so as some of the recent measures (not.ably
import bans and the increase in the 1rEC rate) have further aggravated price
distortions.

15. Import demand remains vastly in excess of what can be financed.
Unless new resources become available, a fairly drastic compression of imports
will have to be achieved at the latest by about the autumn. For lack of
precise balance of payments information, we do not know the magnitudes
involved; we can merely guess that the compression needed would be of tbe
order of about $30 million, bearing mainly on current industrial im.orts which
were about $130 million in 1972. Such a compression of industrial imports would
substantially affect production, employment and income levels. To achieve this
compression, licensing would have to be drastically tightened right abo-t now;
or, to nut it differently, licenses must be issued in the very near future if
such a comnression Is to be avoided. Of course, licensing can proceed without
creating major short-term difficulties later only if reasonable financing can
be secured now under the form of a large ITF drawing, IDA program credit,Aid Group commodity assistance, or a combination of all this.

16. Ever since January of this year, various Ceylonese officials, inclu-
ding the Finance Minister, have taken the opportunity of their narticipation
in the Group of Twenty meetings to press for an IDA program credit. We have
repeatedly explained the minimum package of measures that the staff woudconsider essential in order to propose such a credit to Management (see
attached note). In essence, they consist in the generation of enough new
public revenue to eliminate the effective current budget deficit, without
the help of the accounting device which counts part of aid receipts as current

Nominal, in the sense that a major revenue item in that budget cons.sts
in FEECs and other duties levied on aided imports. Counting aid receipts
at their FEEC rate, even the budget estimates were in heavy current deficit.
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revenue; and some movement towards reduc±ng price distortions. This ronoblycorresponds to what the Fund Staff considers to be the preconditions for anew standby. At various times, various officiaLs showed themselves more orless ready to discuss such a package, though no concrete progress has beenmade. As noted above, the Finance Minister and the IMF did in fact reachagreement on a program, but the measures were not implemented.

Proposed Action

17. The Ceylonese have nevertheless kept pressing for a program credit.We have been unable to obtain from them the infcrmation necessary preciselyto assess either the current budgetary situation (including the impact of themeasures already taken), the magnitude of the looming balance of paymentscrisis or the precise formulation of the minimum package program which - inconiunction with addftional aid to be mobilized - could give some hope ofultimate recovery. In these circumstances, it is possible neither to recommenda program credit to you, nor to recommend additional assistance from the AidGroup on economic grounds. I have said this to the Ceylonese authorities onseveral occasions in the past few weeks. I have also noted that, with onlySDR 18.6 million of DiM funds assured, even the addition of a new IMP drawingand of an IDA program credit would together only buy a few months of time,and still would not in time create the new development environment Ceylonneeds.

18. The fact remains, however, that the situation in Ceylon verges onthe desperate. It is possible that many in high places in Ceylon do notfully appreciate the seriousness of their plight. In any event, I think thetime has also come once again to bring the facts to the attention of the AidGroup.

19. I am therefore planning immediately to send Mr. Baneth to Ceylonfor about a week. I shall ask the IMF to allow Mr. Premchand, of their FiscalAffairs Department, to accomPany him; he is the person most knowledgeable aboutCeylonese budgetary procedures and the arcane presentation of the budget accounts.They will review the present economic position and evaluate the mInimum addi-tional aId needed to avoid a crlsis and ets timing. This calls for informationwhich, despite the visits of high,1 Ceylonese offIcials, we have -o _ been able
to obtain. Wh4le we do not now know the amounts needed, they are likely toexceed the resources conceivably available from IDA and the Fund, and to requireadditional funds from the Aid Grou-. Mr. Baneth will also examine, in terms ofspecific taxes, exchange rate movements and subsidies, the potential elementsof a nitmal program of measures which, if implemented, would allow Ceylon tocreate a modest development situation. 1e will also discuss the situation withCeylonese officials, both at the civil service and cabinet levels, in an effortto get them to appreciate the need for emergency action. I then propose todiscuss this program with the Finance Minister who will be in Washington forthe next Group of Twenty meeting at the end of July.
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20. I would be less than frank, however, if I were to give the
impression that a positive result is likely to ensue. My experience
suggests that we shall not be able to reach agreement even on a minimum
acceptable package of measures to mobilize resources and to correct price
distortions. I shall advise the Aid Group of the facts of the situation
(including a report on Baneth's mission). I shall consider asking it to
meet informally. My purpose would be to discuss the situation with the Groun
and to put the case of Ceylon in the only form in which, in my opinion,
assistance can be justified: Do the members of the Group wish to see an
economic and possibly political crisis in a country in South East Asia?
If not, there is a political case for large-scale emergency help.

21. It is only fair to add that, in preparation for the Ceylon Aid
Group meeting in February, I put the situation more or less in these same
terms. The Group pledged more than in most past years, but well short of
the level needed for this year. Six months have gone by without improvement
in the situation. The prognosis is then no better today than it was 4n
February, and probably worse. This may move the member countries of the
Aid Group.

Attachment



"by
SR2LQADUSTRTMAL 'r CPÆDIT

1. This n'ote outlines the nature ofl the act2ions thnt, if taken by -
the ~~~~ ~ cd,cs_! Goenon'lucdc be ,i-

cosa s o rotoend to :nan:r.t anindustrial :rports credit in calcrn¿ar 1972. The end-result of the zolievactaons indicated elt shouild be to achieve (if fin the present budgot
ye, a najor nnrovemenc in che extremely unsacisraccory budgezary out-come nOt? in prospect; (zi) an cconomic environrent wat will stimulate
production and e-xporzts; (iii) a resur:pzion of dcvclop.:ent through a
satisfactory level of public investment and savin

(a> Achievezent of the first objetve -- improved budgetaryperforrance - will requie in the ,to
and reduce current expenditures the n Xalge part through
significant reductic-i of food subsiies.

(b,) Accomplishing the seecond objcotive - stimulating laggineg
output an. exports - wIll prizarily roquirc incroduction of realisticeffective enenange ra=es. These should ssue tat non-traditiocal exporr.
ers De gvcn significanr prive hce ntives :hile e:pOL:ert of traditioaal
products (coconuc, rubber and tca) also receive remunerauive prices.

2. To ereate a develpm-ent situation will require considerable puin
sav:ngs, of the order of, say, Rs. 400 million at 1971 prices. This shcud
allow public sector investmt of the order o' Rs. 1,200 million at1971 prices. Presu-bZy, such n situation will mor easily ccae aboutonce the Goverrent's declared intantio to saop end
rice subs-'es in 1974 Ras been implnreiec, provided the price of vbea:
flour is also appropriatly rased so a, to prevent a shilt in demandfro&rrice to imported food;rains. Achieve¤ent of chis ear ;et will alsonecessitate substantial itprovemtit in, te fnancial perfcrmance of state
enterprisea- This, in turn, 'ill recuire appropriate price and rateacjustmencs., and, where necessary, measures to improve eæficiency.

3. Obviously, this program will have to be implenented in a phasedmanner. An appropriate first step might consisc in a conbination ofmeasures which, once iplemrted, would bring current Governent rever.ues(not including FEECs levied on aided imports) into equilibrium with
current Gover,nent expenditures over a full 12-mnrch period.

4. Before the staff could recomnend a credit to the management, itwould he essential for us to have a broad ouzline of the zeasures propocedby the Cvernent, including numerical es:imazes of their anticipaced
budgetary effeets, and their proposed timing. We would also need to seethat at least the first step, deseribed iparagrapa 3, Ras been impemented

5. 'e would also need a lisz of the industrial impors-to be financed,along with d descriptica ef their uses.


